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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Eddie Murphy, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Brian Russell, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The position of Group Administrator is vacant at present so email to administrator@belleek.org.uk will come through to Chris
Marvell who will pass it on to the most appropriate person.
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, contact Linda Murphy at raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Museum Website and the BBC.

Forthcoming Events
20th and 21st March

Saturday in Stoke on Trent, Sunday at the Wedgwood Museum, Barlaston, hosted by Eddie
and Linda Murphy.

24th and 25th July

AGM in Coventry, hosted by Bernard and Eileen Burgham and Paul and Pat Tubb.

23rd and 24th October Saturday in central London. Sunday in Woodford, Essex. Hosted by Joanna Urbanek.
Saturday 11th Dec.

Xmas Party to be held at Chris and Bev Marvell’s house, Derbyshire – this is the same day
As the Bowman’s Antique Fair at Bingley Halls, Stafford. Theme of the party to be:
“Art Deco and the flappers”.

Newsletter Deadlines
Summer 2010:

Deadline for articles and other material is 3rd July.

Cover Picture… A Chinese Tea Urn Dragon Base in sumptuous gilded decoration number 4.
This turned up for sale by Eileen O’Neill at the 2009 New Jersey Convention. Because of
documentation in the Old Pottery Photograph Album, published in 2007 by Fergus Cleary, this
type of decoration was known to exist… but they are extremely rare.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
Forgive me if this introduction is a bit vague and woolly… this is just how I feel as I write this following the 27
hours spent flying back from New Zealand. This is really the only negative about our trip to NZ. Otherwise, it
was magnificent. The NZ Belleek Collectors Group held their biennial meeting at David and Margaret
Montgomery’s house in the North Island and it was attended by 24 members. Bev and I were there
representing the UK Group, although we are also members of the NZ Group. The welcome there was
extraordinary… we managed to see three truly impressive collections of Belleek and were treated like
Royalty… even better than Royalty if some of the reports of Prince William’s visit to NZ in January were
anything to go by! After the meeting, relaxing after the excitement, we chatted about the possibility of holding
a full Convention in New Zealand – the meeting went so well that this had begun to seem the logical next
step… until the implications of all that distance sank in (27 hours flying, remember?). Never mind. NZ
remains a jewel in the crown of Belleek collecting with some avid researchers and some magnificent items
there, either jealously guarded family heirlooms or purchased more recently on Ebay. The distance is no longer
a barrier to getting a great collection together, thanks to the wonders of the Internet!
Was I rambling? Well I apologise for that. At the NZ meeting I gave the same talk as was presented to the
New Jersey Convention and also to the UK Group last year. The first part of this research on Belleek Pottery’s
early history is now reproduced in this Newsletter and I hope you find it interesting. As another aside, one of
the New Zealanders who came to the NZ meeting, professing that his wife was really the Belleek collector (he
was only there really to have a pleasant weekend socialising…) soon began to take quite an interest in the
discussions and presentations as the meeting progressed. By the middle of the meeting he was seen taking
copious notes on Belleek history and finally as the meeting came to an end pronounced that he too wanted to
take part in the Belleek research! Well… another convert. The atmosphere at the NZ meeting was so convivial
I could see why anyone would enjoy it, but maybe there is something about the mystery and beauty of Belleek
that grabs the attention and our new researcher and his wife concluded the weekend by joining the UK Group.
Welcome Glennis and Tony! All in all, it was highly gratifying that the whole meeting went so well.
Nearly enough of my waffling… I must say that this Newsletter is once again packed with information. Pat and
Paul Tubb have continued their research and it is amazing that we are making contacts for this all over the
World. A Professor of Japanese at Christchurch University (New Zealand again!) Ken Henshall has been in
touch via the website and Pat and Paul have been able to tell him about their work on his ancestor William
Henshall as well as to add to their own store of information: Fergus Cleary has also been able to contribute a
wonderful old photograph of the some of the workers on a trip in Hanley – again Henshall is involved. It is
amazing that this information can still be found, this time through Fergus’s family contacts… but when you
consider the time and effort put in by some of our researchers, it begins to seem only natural that these
wonderful results are often achieved. Pat and Paul have contributed no less than four articles to this issue and
show no sign of slowing down in their excellent work. Elizabeth Clinton has also contributed a very interesting
piece on “lookalike” or fake Belleek she has encountered.
Talking of all this excellent work, Tony Fox reaches almost the final “normal” patterns in his series on teaware
with the spectacular Chinese and interesting Mask designs. In future issues of the Newsletter, Bev and he still
have to tackle the “oddball” designs, some of which are not parian at all but bone china, stoneware or
earthenware – and we are eagerly awaiting this, even though I’m sure most collectors may not even be aware
that many of these patterns exist! It is interesting that Belleek Pottery have now introduced some designs made
from bone china rather than the parian that we have all come to expect from the company. These new items are
part of the modern “Belleek Living” range, given the additional name “Pure” to emphasise the white colour of
the body. It seems most unlikely that this new ware will be produced in Ireland, which is a pity. It illustrates,
however, that the Company is innovating: it is making great strides into markets and areas they have never been
before… but maybe we know better – wasn’t it in the 1870’s that the Pottery made bone china tea sets? We’ll
just have to wait for Tony and Bev to enlighten us in future issues!

-
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News from Belleek Pottery
02 December 2009:

BELLEEK LIVING LAUNCHES IN FINE DINING SECTOR
Belleek Pottery has launched its first ever white bone
china tableware range in a move that sees its Belleek
Living brand move into the fine dining tableware
sector.
Belleek Living ‘Pure’ marks a major departure from
the ivory coloured parian china base with which the
Co. Fermanagh firm is synonymous. Bone china is
highly regarded for its distinctive translucence,
fineness and white colour and is the preferred
tableware choice for top restaurateurs and hoteliers
as well as discerning consumers. With the launch of
‘Pure’ the company hopes to establish a significant
foothold in the fine dining tableware market,
particularly in the lucrative bridal gift list sector.
Commenting on the launch of Belleek Living Pure, John Maguire, Managing Director, Belleek Pottery said:
“The move into white bone china is an exciting opportunity for Belleek Living and takes the brand into a new
sector of the tableware market. Our research has identified significant opportunities for Belleek Living in the
fine dining sector, and we expect to see continued growth for the brand with the launch of Pure.”

Editor’s comment: Is Belleek Pottery now the only company in the UK or Ireland capable of successfully
producing fine china? It is the only one to have coped with the forces of globalisation and withstood the
recession while the most famous firms in Stoke on Trent have been decimated.
It seems that Belleek Pottery is moving into the mainstream fine dining marketplace to fill the gaps left with the
decline of the famous firms of Wedgwood, Royal Worcester, Spode and Royal Doulton. Once again Belleek
Pottery is making a bold move. No information is available on whether the new bone china ware (not parian!)
will be made at Belleek or overseas. It seems likely that production of this new range will not be in Ireland.
Although it might seem strange that Belleek Pottery, whose motto
has for some time been “fine parian china”, is now manufacturing
bone china ware, this is however not without precedent in Belleek
Pottery’s history. From the earliest days of its production, Robert
Armstrong at Belleek produced small quantities of very high
quality bone china ware in the form of china dejeuner sets and
other tea ware. The most notable example of this was the Sèvres
style dejeuner set painted by Swann and bought by the National
Museum of Ireland in 2007. This set features on the front cover of
Newsletter 28/1 (March 2007) and in that issue, Neville Maguire
discusses Belleek painting on porcelain, including this set.
Belleek did not make a great quantity of bone china, nor did they
make it over a long period and it is now rare and highly
collectable. So really, nothing is new and Belleek Pottery is
returning to one of its oldest traditions – the only departure
perhaps being the location for its manufacture…

Detail of the
the fabulous painting by E.W. Swann on the famous
Belleek bone china dejeuner set. The history of the Swann family
is described by Paul Tubb in Newsletter 28/3, October 2007.
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Belleek Group - A Great Success at Showcase 2010
05 February 2010

CCLR Séan Ó Hargáin, Tanaiste Mary
Coughlan and John Maguire from Belleek
Pottery at Showcase 2010.
Photo: Paul Sherwood.
We in the Belleek Group once again this
year enjoyed an excellent show at
Showcase Ireland 2010 at the RDS in
Dublin.
Our new display stand, which was centrally
located in the Main Hall, was a major
statement of our commitment to the retail
sector and was exceptionally well received
by all who visited us.
Retailers were interested in all of our new
product ranges – which were the highlights
of our exhibit. The show was the official
launch of our new Pure dining range and
Sterling Silver jewellery range. These new
ranges enjoyed a fantastic reaction from
our customers.
During the show, An Tánaiste – Mary
Coughlan T.D. was a distinguished visitor to
our stand were she met Group Managing
Director – John Maguire, who took great
pleasure in making a presentation to her of
a Sterling Silver Seychelle Necklace, which
she graciously accepted.

(photo shown on the left: also shows Úna
Parsons (CEO of the Crafts Council of
Ireland).
Ireland). Photo:
Photo: Paul Sherwood)
Our thanks go to all those people who were involved with the show, through the planning stages to those on
the stand for the four days – this was a great team effort that has had very positive results for the Belleek
Group. Thank you, also to all of you who visited our stand – it’s been one thing having a great stand with a
huge amount of new product – but with all of you visiting our stand, this was really the ‘icing on the cake’.

Belleek Pottery Tour 2010
It’s official: there will be a Belleek Pottery Tour this year. Dates have not been decided yet. Email Patricia
McCauley at the pottery for details when they are available: patricia@belleek.ie.
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News from the World of Ceramics
In November 2009,
2009, the BBC reported:

Dali designs in porcelain display
A tea set designed by surrealist artist
Salvador Dali for a Derby company is to
go on show for the first time.
The plates, cups and bowls, decorated with stems sprouting
pink gloves, were produced by Dali for Royal Crown Derby
in the 1930s. The set was part of a collection bought by the
Victoria and Albert museum and only later identified as
being by the Spanish artist. The firm has bought some of
the pieces for a display at its factory.

The set is part of a touring exhibition which features designers from the firm's 259 year history, chosen by
its chairman Hugh Gibson. Mr Gibson said the Dali set was one of its most eye-catching examples.
"Here you have a typical floral design, but instead of the flowers he has put pink gloves.
"Why pink gloves? Goodness knows, but it is just a kind of funny surprise and shock which is typical of the
surrealist movement."
The exhibition will go on public display at the company's Derby museum shortly, before transferring to
Paris and New York in the spring.
During Dali’s visit to Britain in 1936, he stayed with millionaire collector of surrealist works Edward James
and produced a number of designs for furniture and household objects, including a telephone lobster, a
torso chest of drawers and the Pink Glove tea set.
Until recently the
set was in the
hands of a private
collector. It was
snapped up by
Royal Crown Derby
as soon as it was
put up for sale. It
has now been
reported (In the
Northern Ceramics
Society Newsletter
No.157) that:

“The Royal Crown Derby Museum [Osmaston Road, Derby] has made the important and extraordinary
acquisition of three tea cups, saucers and five inch plates, part of this service designed by Salvador Dali
and made by Royal Crown Derby in 1937. The service is decorated with a deep cobalt blue background.
Plant tendrils weave their way across the items, sprouting not only leaves but also delicately painted
bright pink gloves. Please telephone 01332 712800 to book a visit to the Museum. The curator,
Jacqueline Smith is available on Mondays and Wednesdays. Website is http://www.royal-crownderby.co.uk.”
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News from the Winterthur Museum
The Winterthur Museum in
Winterthur, Delaware 19735, has
a “magnificent collection of
American antiques celebrating
the best in style and
craftsmanship.” It is set in a
“glorious 60-acre garden and
surrounding landscape of
woodlands, waterways, and
rolling meadows.” The
renowned research library there
is a “center for the study of
American art and material
culture.”
(quotes from the Winterthur
Museum website)
In his article on a plate by
Gallimore in this Newsletter,
Paul Tubb refers to information
held in the Winterthur Library.
It is clear that Winterthur has a
valuable archive of material
useful to our research on
American Belleek.
The article here is reproduced from
Newsletter number 157 of the
Northern Ceramics Society.

Left: The Winterthur Museum

Winterthur, an American country estate, is the former home of Henry Francis du Pont (1880-1969), an avid antiques
collector and horticulturist. In the early 20th century, H. F. du Pont and his father, Henry Algernon du Pont, designed
Winterthur in the spirit of 18th- and19th-century European country houses.
Winterthur Library was established in 1952 to furnish staff, students, and the general public with research materials. It has
become a recognized center for advanced study and is dedicated to the understanding and appreciation of America's
artistic, cultural, social, and intellectual history from colonial times into the twentieth century. The library, located in the
Louise du Pont Crowninshield Research Building, is open to all interested readers without appointment or charge,
Monday through Friday, from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm; we are closed on legal holidays. Staff welcomes inquiries and will
respond in as timely a manner as possible. Photocopy machines are located throughout the library. Slides and photographs
of library items may be ordered.
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UK Group News
Here’s a lovely piece of crochet work by Pat Tubb –
it took her about 20 hours spread over three weeks to
complete the 14 by 17 inch design – a new take on the
Belleek Logo - just in time for Saint Patrick’s Day…

Book Launches in 2010:
2010:
Now available are two books written by UK Group member
Brian Russell. The first, provides information and plenty of
pictures on early registered designs, these
being the designs the pottery registered with
the British Patent Office to protect itself
from competition from the earliest days of
its parian production. The registered items
are those often seen with the “registration
diamond” (example shown on the right).
The second book has just been released and features an in-depth look at the family tree of Robert Williams Armstrong,
first manager of Belleek pottery. A fascinating book full of pictures and information.

The two books now available, both written by Brian Russell.
(left) Robert Williams Armstrong’s Family Tree
(below)
below) Belleek Registered Designs.
Both books have been
published by Lulu.com.
Printed copies are
available directly from
the publisher by going
via their website or
directly to the
following Internet sites:

http://www.lulu.com/content/lulustudio-photo-book/my-photo-book/7734140
http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/the-family-tree-of-robert-williamsarmstrong/5615403

Alternatively our own website has details of these books:
http://www.belleek.org.uk or you can contact Brian Russell, who is the
UK group treasurer, directly or through the Newsletter Editor.

2010 Christmas Party
Will be held at Chris and Bev Marvell’s house in Derbyshire. The party will be on Saturday 10th December to
coincide with the Bowman’s antique fair at Bingley Hall, Stafford. More details will be sent out nearer the
date but the theme will be…

…Art Deco and the flappers – a celebration of the 1920’s and 30’s
…so get those swanky clothes sorted out and prepare to enjoy our version of the age of elegance!
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Letter to the Editor - Can you help?
- from Marion Langham at her home in Kenya
[Editor: Members, apologies if you find some of this disturbing. The issue Marion had confronted here is
disturbing. Marion has a reputation for her generous heart and we are glad to publish this personal plea]
Well done with your wonderful Newsletters, I do read them from cover to cover and am amazed at all the collectors do
party wise and of course gathering information regarding Belleek and other factories that influenced the Pottery. I don’t
think I have seen a piece of Belleek since I left the UK, I doubt if anyone knows what it is here either, if I mention it their
eyes glaze over or they might say oh yes we know that glass!
I often think and mean to write to you but the sun, sea, swimming pool, garden and my little farm seem to take up so
much of my time I am left pretty exhausted and am so good at finding excuses not to sit and write. Mind you the internet
connection is quite poor, my connection has improved a little, at least I don’t play a game of cards whilst I am waiting to
be connected or send an email.
It has taken a problem here that has made me get up extra early (5 a.m.) to get on and write this letter to you. There is a
woman here; I only got to know her as she came to our gate looking for money to have an operation. I was not very
sympathetic as it is quite common for people to come to the gate looking for help for this or that problem. The poor
woman dropped her skirt and showed me the hernia she has (pictured),
(pictured) the poor woman is in dire
need of an operation. I have just raised money to buy two wheelchairs for other people who had no
means of getting anywhere apart from shuffling around on their bums so I can’t ask around here
for help quite so soon, but there is a little money left from this effort which I will use to help the
woman but it is still about £350 short. I have been asking around the hospitals to see if I can find
one where they would help with the costs but no one seems to care: I suppose they come across
these problems every day and only if you can afford to pay will they help - even Marie Stopes,
which I thought was a charity, have told me the operation is “sort of urgent” but quoted £550 and
that is if there are no complications! I wondered if the collectors would consider making a small
collection to help. I hate asking and wouldn’t ask if it was not such a terrible problem.
It is the hot season at the moment, before what is called the “Long Rains”, they should come in April but signs are that the
rain will be early; I do hope so as everything is so dry and we are fast running out of food for my cows. I have 13 cows in
all, which includes three calves born on the shamba, they are all doing well, but the first born has had a lot of problems.
First it was born with funny front feet, it couldn’t stand on it’s hooves with lots of TLC and bandages we sorted that, then
it got an infection and became very ill in fact the vet said he didn’t think it would pull through, it did but was blind, still
we continued to look after her and in time her eye sight came back and she is fine now and growing fast.
As well as the cows I have chickens, they are past their best at the moment and I am trying to buy new chicks but that is
proving rather difficult and expensive! The eggs I produce are very popular and people come from far and wide to buy
my eggs, which is quite nice for me. I am trying to find alternative ways of feeding the poor things as the food produced
here is so poor and one really can’t believe what is in it – worse than that it is very expensive. I am going to produce
maggots and mealworms, both these are very high in protein, it may mean quite a lot of work but the gain will be high.
My first try was not so successful as I started the flies with rotten meat, we got the maggots but getting them out of the
meat was not so good and in the end we let the chickens peck the maggots out of the meat and I think they ate the rotten
meat too, which could have caused terrible infection of one way or the other. I was telling Rupert this and he replied, do
you think M&S would use the fact that the chickens were fed on maggots in their advertising?
We have been watching the weather reports across the UK and have been quite glad we were not there to share the cold.
It must have been very beautiful at times but I am sure it made life quite difficult to get from one place to another.
Do give my regards to anyone who remembers me – I do hope someone will be able to help me if it is even just a little.

Much love to all,
Marion.
[Editor: please contact Marion directly if you can help in any way]
Email: marionlangham@googlemail.com
Tel: +254 (0)726 551187
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The Autumn
Meeting in
Bristol
The Bristol meeting was hosted
by Maureen and Robin
Wootton. We arrived at their
house around 11a.m and chatted
and viewed the Belleek in our
usual relaxed and comfortable
way. Here are Maureen and
Robin, appropriately framed and
pictured in a location well known
to most of us! (right)
It was nice to see Karen there, (drinking tea – or
was
was it coffee? on the left) having made it all the
way from Texas. There was no mistaking the
venue of the meeting, Robin (pictured with
Joanna and Chris,
Chris, below) had made sure in his
thoughtful and efficient way that even the most
wayward of the Belleekers would not get lost!

And Maureen and Robin had some superb
examples of Belleek! This ring handle cup (BI
with No.345) (left) is very rare with its fabulous
decoration of hand painted heather, grasses and
butterfly – a family heirloom.
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Here on the left
left are four
absolutely delightful Belleek
christening mugs made for the
Wootton’s great grandchildren.

Above is a pink decorated Ampanida
jug, an unusual first period gilded
swan and a very rare first period
shamrock cup and saucer – you might
not think that shamrock pattern is rare,
but this one is! It is in the earlier tall
shape and is decorated in lustre and
gilt (decoration way No.6). The
saucer has six sprays of shamrocks
rather than the customary three. The
condition is excellent. These three
pieces belonged to Maureen’s parents.

On the left, David, Christine and Bev,
possibly in discussion on this very cup
and saucer!
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As you can see, Maureen and Robin
provided a delicious luncheon repast!
Apart from the Belleek, the good
company and the conversation, this is
one of the things that makes us
Belleekers very happy - this much is
quite obvious!
Our grateful thanks to Maureen and
Robin for arranging the whole
weekend, everything went extremely
smoothly right from the start, although
we found it quite easy to get lost in the
City of Bristol – see my earlier note
about wayward Belleekers...
Anyway, after reluctantly leaving the generous hospitality of the Woottons, we set off into the famous city to
find our hotel and do some sightseeing. Here some of us are visiting Brunel’s S.S. Great Britain, miraculously
recovered from where it was wrecked in the Falklands and brough home to its birthplace in Bristol.

One of Brunnel’s early engineering triumphs, it was the first ship
built with a metal (iron) hull and the first to be driven by a screw
propeller rather than paddle wheels. It also incorporated a
balanced rudder, making it much easier to steer. These
innovations are still incorporated into most ships built
today. It was absolutely amazing to see the ship in its
beautiful restored state but the living quarters looked tiny
and cramped by today’s standards.
We were very interested to see some old porcelain on
display, made originally especially for the ship. We
could not see the manufacturer’s mark but wondered if
these were similar to some wonderful dishes made by
Kerr and Binns at Worcester for Brunel’s later ship, the
Great Eastern, that Neville Maguire has in his collection.
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We noted with not a little amusement that the new plates that had been made specially to display on tables in
the first class dining room of the ship were by the Churchill company in Stoke on Trent – thank goodness they
had brought British made items!
David found a dressing-up box full of goodies supplied for younger visitors to the ship. Here he is showing his
predilection for various types of Victorian headgear – in a Brunel-style stove pipe hat and a pith helmet - and
again posing as a crew member: well, “hello sailor!”

We were also impressed by a vanity basin in a steerage class washroom.
This was made by the famous Thomas Crapper… we weren’t sure if this
was a later addition for our benefit or not!

Here are a couple more pictures
of us out on the ship’s deck and
of the decoration and coat of
arms on the prow of the ship. It
was all extremely interesting and
impressive.

After more stops for tea and coffee and a look in some of
the quayside shops, we returned to our hotel, right in the
middle of the historic quayside area, to get our energy
back and prepare for the evening dinner.
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The venue for the Saturday evening meal was the very smart and modern restaurant attached to our first rate
hotel in the middle of the historic quayside area – this selection by Maureen and Robin was another very good
choice - as you can see, the desserts were particularly delicious!

Bev and Linda got a chance to see Brian Russell’s book on Robert Armstrong’s family tree (above left) and we
had plenty of opportunity for more good conversation.

The Sunday Meeting
Meeting
We assembled eagerly for the meeting on the Sunday Morning. This was held at yet another smart hotel, this
time on the outskirts of the city. We settled down in anticipation of the first talk from BBC TV antique expert
Kate Bliss… apart from Eddie and Chris that is, who had the task of getting Kate’s recalcitrant laptop
computer to work… no pressure… it was touch and go for a while as they struggled to get the thing working!
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Once the technology had been thoroughly put in its place by our
amateur technicians, Kate stepped up to make her presentation…

The Presentation by Kate Bliss
Kate (left) gave us a talk about how she got into the antiques business
and how, being a female, she had the advantage when it came to the
BBC choosing which auctioneer to feature at the auction rooms she
works at and how this kicked off her TV career. She has travelled all
over this country (and many others) going round fairs and flea markets
looking for goodies to feature. She told us that she tried at first to
look glamorous but soon discovered that this wasn’t really too good an
idea when you have to work in a muddy field in the wind and rain. She
talked about some notable ‘finds’. She also told us how she has had
the privilege of meeting many collectors and experts. Her specialist
areas are jewellery and silver: she particularly likes period pieces and
explained about gemstones and how nowadays you have to be very
wary of ‘fakes’.
Kate illustrated the talk with a lot of very
interesting items she had encountered.
This Clarice Cliff Tepee teapot (left) was
made especially for the Canadian market and
so very rare. Don’t try to clean the enamel
paint with a brillo pad like one owner she met
had done – it substantially ruined its value!
(Thankfully it was not this teapot!)

(right) An interesting and very unusual
enamelled silver vesta case, 4” high, in the
form of a sentry box.
The exhibition silver teapot (left) was
designed by the celebrated Dr Christopher
Dresser around 1870 but it looks very modern.
It sold for over £40,000
This Wedgwood Fairyland Lustre vase (right)
was designed by Daisy Makeig Jones. An
exceedingly rare design with a moose. It went
for £24.000.
The lovely Sèvres coffee can in ‘bleu de roi’
(left) was made when the French King (Louis
XVI?) was setting the fashion trends.
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Illustrating her abiding interest in and love of jewellery,
Kate showed us this fabulous art nouveau Lalique
pendant of 4 dragonflies (left). It is made using the
difficult ‘plique à jour’ method of enamelling. Fantastic
workmanship – the back looks as good as the front. Her
auction estimate of its price was £30,000 to £40,000.
One of Kate’s
friends had been
asking her if she
could ask her
advice about some
items she might
want to sell. As one
of Kate’s children
has been poorly
recently, she had
been putting off the
friend.
Her friend finally
insisted on coming
round with a couple
of pieces the day
before our meeting:
she brought two
Belleek baskets!
What a coincidence!
Kate brought the
baskets along to
show us and ask our
opinion.
They were very nice baskets indeed, both very early examples: a Shamrock basket (large size) that was a lovely
example, fine with generous varied flowers and with just the ‘BELLEEK’ pad mark. The large covered basket
as also a fine example. As you would expect – there was no shortage of opinions about these!

The talk
ended
amid loud
applause
and in
thanking
her, Eddie
presented
her with a
1997 Stoke
convention
plate!
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Above: examining the beautiful covered basket and listening to Kate’s talk.
After Kate’s interesting talk, we settled down for the next speaker, this was a local man called Glyn Duggan.

Glyn Duggan’s presentation
Glyn’s entertaining talk started with the premise that if you
keep your eyes open you can see all sorts of weird things. He
gave us examples of this that he had collected from around
Bristol.

Right, Cemetery Rd. is, perhaps not surprisingly, a One Way
Street!
And here (left) is a
chap with a toilet
balanced on his head
– yes, there were
potteries in Bristol
too!

Commemorative
figures (right) of boys
from the Colston
Boys’ school which
was set up in 1710 by
the Bristol
philanthropist,
Edward Colston who
had made his fortune
from the slave trade.

Bristol is not proud of its slavery history, it seems strange that a man who made his money from the misery of
others would want to provide education for poor Bristol boys. And, no, they don’t wear this uniform any more.
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Glyn showed us a bronze plaque outside the County Cricket ground in memory of
W.G. Grace (shown right) – he only looked at it properly when he had to make a call
in nearby phone box – on close inspection the fine decoration on the plaque is a row
of cricket balls and an outside border of cricket stumps and bails (below) – he had
never noticed these details before!

Shown below left is a bronze figure of Archibald Leach… Who? Well of course it’s
Cary Grant. Have you noticed that he never seemed to smile in his movies or in the
pictures published of him? Well, this is because he had a tooth missing!
Cary Grant is another
famous son of Bristol as
you can see from this
plaque (left).
Glyn brought his talk to a
close and the Group
responded with warm
applause.
Eddie thanked him and he
was also presented with a
1997 Stoke convention
plate! (left)

Glyn is a great supporter of the local Air Ambulance, which
costs £1million every year to keep running. In lieu of any
fee, the Group have made a donation to this charity on his
behalf.

Finally – a Hornby train set – not from Glyn
but a picture supplied by David Reynolds – a
curiosity? Perhaps… but certainly something
to do with Bristol – it is the “Bristolian”
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The Bring and Tell: Shipshape and
Bristol Fashion
David (right) went first:– this was Bristol Blue (glass) and it was
signed by the same person as another piece in Maureen and
robin’s collection. It was Shipshape because it was neat and tidy
(this is the dictionary definition of the term) and Bristol fashion
because it was made in Bristol!
Pat (left)
(left) brought
along a rum flask
with a Bristol Blue liner.
Her father ran off to join
the Navy when he was a
young lad. Pat explained
that, during his service he
enjoyed his daily tot of
rum. In his late years Pat
had bought her father this
flask so that he could
continue to enjoy his tot.
This is now a treasured
memory of her late father.
Jan (right) brought a
Belleek Xmas plate that
was so fine it has a
lithophanic feel to it
when held to the light. So
well made he thought it
was “Shipshape and
Bristol fashion”.
Joanna (left) had a
Belleek seahorse that she
bought from a charity
auction. She managed to
view and buy it before the
actual auction started.
Simon (above right) brought along two plates from the Belleek
earthenware hoard that he recently unearthed (see his report in the
last newsletter). They are in such good condition,
(which earthenware seldom is) that they match the Wikipedia
definition of “Shipshape and Bristol fashion!”

And the winner was…
David!
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Other items in the meeting
Our treasurer stood to make an
announcement that had nothing at all to do
with this role in the Group. Brian (left
and right)
right) announced that he is currently
in the process of publishing a book on the
Armstrong Family Tree, the fruit of
several years of his research. He told us
that he was just putting the finishing
touches to it, to make sure the formatting
was correct. He displayed his initial cover (a prototype first edition with
an orange plain cover) and the one he has finally settled on… with a
picture of Armstrong looking remarkably like Pavarotti!
The book is now available – see the announcement in this Newsletter.
Eddie then made the announcement of the UK Group Devotee
for 2009 and asked Kate to make the presentation. The winner
was Bev Marvell (right). The award was richly deserved
because of all the work Bev does behind the scenes for the
Group as well as her research on Belleek’s decoration
numbering system, her support for Tony Fox on the tea ware
research and her invaluable work on the Newsletter. Bev was
highly surprised and pleased and Kate presented her with the
award of a Belleek vase.
The 2009 raffle
prizes were on
show: here is
Simon with one
of them, the fine
earthenware
platter (left).
The Celtic bread
plate (right) was
another… but
the first prize
was still under
wraps – watch
this space!

Finally Eddie made the closing presentations and thanked
Maureen and Robin for their wonderful hospitality and the
magnificent job they had done in organising the most interesting
and full weekend.

Hear hear! Mega thanks to the Woottons!
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The 2009 Christmas Party

Some of the Group assembled at Bingley Hall, Stafford during the Bowman’s
Bowman’s Antique Fair, just before we
went off for our little lunchtime party there.
there. Many thanks to Helen
Helen Bowman for providing us with the
excellent facilities there.
After the party, our Chairman, Eddie sent out the following message:
Dearest Belleekers,
I hope you are all well and getting ready for Christmas… I think Linda and I are having a low key one this year,
the highlight for us will be spending Christmas Day with our granddaughter.
We all enjoyed the Bowman's antiques fair where we held the Christmas Party this year. Everybody brought
something and in the afternoon we had a little party in a private room at the showground. After the fair, we
went straight on to the Izaak Walton pub where we had drinks and an evening meal… and of course we had
the raffle draw!
So now for the serious bit…
Georgina Reece won the first prize which is a pair of thorn candlesticks in blue and gilt, Simon Whitlock won
second prize, the low Celtic bread and butter plate and Elaine Ewings won third prize which was the
earthenware platter… she also won fourth prize which was the plate donated by Olga Clarke with a picture of
the pottery on the front. I am sorry that you couldn’t all win… BUT… the 2010 calendars will be posted to you
this week, so everyone will get something for Christmas! I really hope you enjoy them: this year the theme is
earthenware and you will see some rare and some not-so-rare items there. When I can get round to finishing
my book these items, along with an awful lot more, will appear in it. It seems as though it’s taking forever but I
want things to be right for you all to enjoy.
In the Calendar, December’s piece, a 15” Mask jug, was a birthday present from my wife Linda (the Boss).
There is a man’s face on the front – we call him “Neppy”, short for Neptune… At the party last night some of
the Belleekers were saying that he looks like Father Christmas! We agree… that’s why he’s on the December
page! Have a great Christmas and a even happier New Year and I hope all your wishes are answered.
Keep safe and well,
Eddie and the Boss
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Left, the exquisite first prize of
the raffle, the pair of sky blue
and gilt decorated Thorn first
period candlesticks. A truly
rare an exceptional find.
Georgina, who won the prize
wasn’t at the party, but I’m
sure we’ll find a way of
keeping them safe for her!

Below, a suitably unbiassed
staff member at the Izaak
Walton makes the first draw.

Far left, Pat, Tina and
Bernard view the first
prize.

Left, Paul using his
scientific training to ensure
fairness with the draw…

Below, our select group
this year and Linda and
Chris investigating the
desserts…
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The New Zealand Meeting
- Bev Marvell
Here is a report on the fabulous meeting
held in Tauranga, New Zealand which
Chris and I attended. It was held over
the extended weekend of 12/13/14th
February hosted by the New Zealand
Group Chairman David and Secretary
Margaret Montgomery.
Friday 12th kicked off with a cheese and
wine tasting in the evening. A wonderful
selection of wines from the Millsreef
winery which is next door to the
Mongomery’s home. Also a board of
very classy organic New Zealand
cheeses from Hohepa was supplied by
Marcia Murtagh. We had a relaxed
evening of tasting, chatting and chilling
out, so much so that we forgot to take
any photos! So we start off here with a picture of the next morning’s (Saturday 13th) coffee time snacks
(below). After which David Montgomery conducted the NZ Group AGM which lasted fully 10 minutes, there
was no messing about as we wanted to get onto the day’s fun! This started with Chris (Marvell) giving his
requested talk on the ‘Birth of Belleek’ (the first part of this is printed in this Newsletter).

Left: a small
morning
snack…
snack… this is
how they do
things in New
Zealand – it’s
absolutely fine
by us!!
us!!
There then followed viewing of the items for raffle and also for the auction.

Left:
Left: Raffle prizes.
First prize
prize was won
by Marcia Murtagh
(right) who chose a
Hexagon painted
cup and saucer most
unusually signed
“Brown,
Brown, 1904”
1904”
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Left: Auction lots
After the raffle and auction,
we all trooped outside for a
photo in the lovely hot
sunshine.
David then handed round his
Belleek ‘balls’ for us to
guess what they were. Balls
like these were used as part
of the slip production
process, they were put into the slip mixing vats
to help produce a smooth consistency.

Jim Shaw (left) examining the mystery balls
Time then for lunch and lots more informal
Belleek chat…

Chris and Colin Robertson (right) admiring
David & Margaret’s Belleek collection
On Saturday evening we all headed for a merry
dinner at the local NZ RSA (Returned Services
Association).
Sunday started with the ‘Bring and tell’, the theme was ‘My
favourite piece’. Bernardette Chambers won with her parian
vase (possibly Belleek or Staffordshire) modelled as cricket
stumps. The MCC at Lords cricket ground thought it might
well be Belleek but we weren’t quite so sure!

Left:
Left: Bernadette being presented with a bottle of wine by
the unbiased bring & tell ‘judge’ Peter Shaw.
Shaw. Below:
Glennis Thompson & Colin Robertson examining old rivets
in the base of a Bamboo teapot,
teapot, also Alison Beeston with
her Bring and Tell
Tell “Capidimont
“Capidimonte
Capidimonte” cup and saucer and the
group in serious study during the tea ware quiz.
Finally, there was a quiz on tea ware patterns. Even
though members thought it would be hard (yes it was
‘challenging’) everyone did surprisingly well!
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I briefly ran through all of the research projects being
undertaken by various Belleekers we know in the UK, USA
and NZ. And Chris thanked Margaret and Denise for their very
significant contribution towards the UK Group’s (now
international) project transcribing the Armstrong Diaries.
David then presented Chris and I with a ‘thank you’ gift from
the NZ Group for our contributions to their meeting (left). This
was a wonderful book on New Zealand’s famous potter, Len
Castle, who we greatly admire.

Now of course, Sunday 14th February was a special day. Not
only was it Valentine’s day, but it was also David and
Margaret’s ruby wedding anniversary (40 years). David
apparently, perhaps being a farmer and a practical man, has not
been noted over the years for being a romantic, but here we
have evidence that he is in fact a big softie as he presented
Margaret with a big bunch of red roses (right).
During our stay with David and Margaret, they also arranged
visits to see 2 other Belleek collections
The first
visit was to
Terry
McFadden
(left) where
I found
some more
painted
numbers to
add to my
research.
Terry has a fabulous
collection: he also had a
breakfast size Thorn cup
and saucer (information
for Tony Fox!)
We later went to see
Denise Hastie and partner
Russell Smith (left) where
we just had to admire
their large first period
flowered mirror (right)
which had convolvulus
and roses: unusual and
really lovely.
The Belleekers in NZ showed us so much hospitality, we can not thank them
enough.
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Now, a trip to NZ is not just for the Belleeking! It is not just
sitting around sipping wine, eating fine cheeses and nibbling
dainty cakes with a nice cup of tea. There are other ways to get the
adrenaline pumping apart from viewing the exciting Belleek. Here
we are doing other exciting pursuits…
Chris, Margaret and I went to the Tauranga Gliding Club for a
special flight gliding over the sights of Tauranga including the
volcano Mount Manganui. None of us had been gliding before and
this was a real treat.

Above: Chris all strapped in and ready to go.
Left: Margaret and instructor relaxing on the wing
after the 45 minute flight.
We also took a
trip to White
Island, 50km
off the coast
and NZ’s only
active
volcano. The dolphins chased the boat on the trip out and back again. On
the volcano, hard hats and gas masks were essential as it was sometimes
hard to breathe and you had to be careful not to get too close to jets of
sulphurous steam.

Above Part of a very
very large pod of dolphins
dolphins seen
from our boat.
boat. Left: Chris, Margaret, David
and me on the White Island volcano

Here we are all again (right) doing fast and furious Jet boating at
Kaituna River down the deep gorge amidst the rain forest
..and finally a gentle stroll around Orakei Korako (left)
left) to look
at the hot water silica terraces, bubbling mud pools and
geothermal caves (right).
right).
You really should make a
date in your holiday diary
to go to New Zealand!
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Belfast in the Spring.
By Pat Tubb.
Tubb.
When the e-mail from Helen Rankin arrived telling us about the visit of the NI Group of Belleek Collectors to
the refurbished Ulster Museum on March 4th I was thrilled when Paul said ‘Why don’t you go?’ After a little
more persuasion, a telephone call to my cousin in Newcastle Co Down and the booking of the flights I waited
in some trepidation as Northern Ireland was blanketed in snow for the next few days. However all was well as I
flew over on Wednesday the 3rd of March and the only snow left was on the beautiful Mourne Mountains.
Our journey next day from Newcastle
to Belfast was by Ulster Bus and we
arrived in brilliant sunshine, although
the day was very cold. Just inside the
entrance to the Museum was the coffee
shop/restaurant where Teresa, my cousin,
and I waited for others to arrive.

The first person to join us was Eileen O’Neill
soon followed by other members of the group.
This included Maura O’Neill and Therese McKearney
who I had met at Knockninny last September so that
the buzz around the area was great and just like our
own group meetings.
Helen suggested we move into the restaurant part so that we could all be together as the area was filling up. As we moved
in, I saw that Patricia had arrived after having difficulty parking which is practically non existent in the immediate
vicinity of the Museum. After a delicious lunch and with the dining area getting very full and the buzz getting louder, the
meeting and business part of the gathering was kept short and sweet with Helen just welcoming everyone and giving
details of future meetings. Patricia said that she had some new catalogues of all current ranges, which were passed
around, and that she was proof reading the next edition of the BCIS magazine.
We then made our way to the lifts which took us up to the fifth floor where the “George and Angela Moore Room” held
the display of Belleek. The Belleek on view was superb with some beautiful and interesting pieces, some of which I had
not seen before, including a lovely blue and white Belleek jug. I was pleased to see the vase with applied daisies which
appears in the old catalogue of the Museum. I would have liked to get an even closer look at this piece. I was excited, too,
with a blue and white tile containing the Belleek logo which I would love to have in our collection.
Included with the display was a collection of pieces from the Downshire and Dublin potteries both from the eighteenth
century. There are photographs of the display in the new edition of the “Belleek Collector” magazine [Editor: This is
available on the Belleek Pottery Website: www.belleek.ie to all members of the BCIS – just log on to the members area of
the website to see it]. The room also included cabinets with some beautiful glassware and Oriental china
It was great to chat to new people about our passion and, with one lady, about my other passion of crochet lace. We were
also invited to see other people’s collections next time we were over in Northern Ireland.
It was sad in a way to have to say goodbye but,
after a while, we had to leave for our journeys
back to all over the province. Teresa and I made
our way back to Newcastle and I spent the next
few days in the company of friends and family and
visiting areas that I love around the Kingdom of
Mourne. The weather, although still cold, was
brilliant with bright sunshine every day. Hopefully
we shall return again in August and, as well as
touring around, Paul, Patrick and I will visit again
and view more that the Museum has to offer.
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The Birth of Belleek
1852 – 1872 Conception, Birth and Growing Up
- Chris Marvell

Originally given as a talk at the 2009 BCIS Convention
Part 1. The story of events leading up to the foundation of Belleek Pottery.
Introduction
The Founding
Founding of the Pottery 1857
‘Starting with Success’ - the 1872 Dublin Exhibition
1852 Somewhere in Ireland – Searching for Raw Materials
Parian as ‘Fashionable Art’
1852 Castle Caldwell, County Fermanagh
The Shakespeare Service for the 1853 Dublin Exhibition
Exhibition
The idea for an ‘Irish Pottery 1852
Bloomfield’s Raw Materials are Found
Amstrong Champion’s the Cause, 1854
The Irish pottery – at Belleek
The ‘China war’ November 1855
Bloomfield’s Dilemma
Financing the Pottery

In the next newsletter –
Part 2. The early
early years of the Pottery and how it came to its first triumphant success (1872).
(1872).

Part 1: The story of events leading up to the foundation of
Belleek Pottery.
Introduction
The story of the Belleek Pottery has been told many times: told in many different ways by many authors. As
keen Belleek collectors, which I hope most of us are, we probably have a strong interest or at the very least
some curiosity about the history of the Pottery, so I hope you’ll find this article interesting.
The story has been told many times, so why tell it again? …A good question.
Well, it’s because, the story, as it has been told previously is incomplete and inaccurate in places. I would
hesitate to say that it has been romanticised and added to, but the passage of time and its continual re-telling
have changed the people, places and dates, sometimes in a subtle way and sometimes blatantly – some
characters have even been left out entirely.
Our research has revealed a history that still has elements of Irish charm and luck. It has – on the positive side altruism, self-sacrifice and patriotism and on the negative: wishful thinking and delusion. It is a story of hope
and despair, triumph and disaster and the cut and thrust of business but more than anything else it is a human
story driven by the very strong characters involved.
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My wife, Bev and I set out to “go back to the drawing board” and without relying on recently published books
and articles, to try to find original material contemporary with the events they describe. We have spent a lot of
time in libraries and archives and searching material available on the Internet, trying very hard to uncover those
original places, events and personalities and to uncover why and how Belleek Pottery came into existence. We
have even discovered some fascinating people and events which have apparently never been reported before.
All the information in this account comes from verifiable original evidence which we have either found
ourselves or have been able to confirm as genuine, we have strived to make this account as accurate as we can!
… and as we have discovered, another, even better, reason for re-telling the story of the Belleek Pottery, is that
it is an enthralling story… but perhaps, I’d better let all of you be the judges of that.

The Founding of the Pottery, 1857
This article, in two parts, of which this is the first, covers the years 1852 to 1872. During this span of time,
Belleek Pottery was conceived and born and it grew up.
Let’s start with something we’re sure of: Belleek Pottery was founded in 1857.
We think we know this of course because three years ago, in 2007, quite a few of us met in Belleek to celebrate
the Pottery’s 150th anniversary. As with a lot of things in the Belleek story, it really isn’t quite as simple as
that: the date 1857 is a compromise for the “founding”– and it’s not clear exactly what we mean by this – is it
when the agreement to build the Pottery was finalised, when a legal entity was formed or when the first sod was
turned at Belleek?
The famous date of 1857 seems to be only mentioned some years later; a report in 1868 [10d] says they
‘commenced operation’ and by 1871 [10r] they ‘embarked in the practical trial of producing 1st class ceramic
goods’. I must admit that these descriptions are somewhat vague.
Well, our research shows that 1857 was certainly not the year the founders agreed to undertake the Project. It
is not the year the decision was first made to build the Pottery, nor was it the year Belleek was selected as the
site of a pottery. It was not the year the construction began nor the year the foundation stone was laid. We
have no evidence that it was the year the company was legally formed or the name registered and it most
certainly did not mark the beginning of any production. I mention this at the start of the article merely to
illustrate the difficulty any research on the early days of Belleek encounters. Even things that we have taken for
granted turn out on closer inspection to be either uncertain, untrue or unverifiable.
In spite of all these negatives, 1857 is still a pretty good compromise for the year when the Pottery was
“founded” because, as we shall see, an awful lot was going on around this year. The building of the Pottery
actually began in earnest in 1858 [23]. In 1858, The Ballyshannon Herald [24] reported, incorrectly as it turned
out, that:
“An English pottery company having taken Rose Island and White Island from Mr J.C.Bloomfield and will
shortly commence to build a mill for crushing the feldspar…”
It was more than a year later when the true purpose of the then still unfinished building finally came to public
attention when its foundation stone was laid by Mrs Bloomfield, the wife of the owner of most of the land in
and around Belleek, Captain John Caldwell Bloomfield, on November 25th 1858.
This article is called “The Birth of Belleek”. To see why and how the Pottery came to be, you have to go back
quite a few years before 1857, but to set the scene for this article, I would like to continue, paradoxically
perhaps, by taking us to the year of 1872.
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‘Starting with Success’ - The 1872 Dublin Exhibition
It was the great Dublin International Exhibition in the
year of 1872 that really marked the culmination of
everything the founders of the Pottery had been
working to achieve. The “Birth of Belleek” is best
understood by looking at the reasons why the Pottery
came to be in the first place. To understand this we
need first to look at the results of the Pottery’s
endeavours. Belleek Pottery was conceived from the
outset to be an operation on a grand scale with lofty
aspirations to artistic excellence that would have
seemed ludicrous to most visitors to the lowly village
of Belleek in the early 1850’s. In 1872 Belleek
Pottery had against all odds achieved these aims. And
the time period between conception and success was
incredibly short.
The 1872 Exhibition was a showcase for all manner of Irish and International industrial achievements. It was
on an impressive scale and featured exhibits and press coverage from around the world. Here is a beautifully
detailed original photograph taken soon after the Exhibition opened on 5th June 1872 [6]:

This high quality contempory photograph shows the eastern half of Leinster Hall, which made up only about
one sixth of the entire exhibition space in the “Irish Crystal Palace” as it was called. Those with very sharp
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eyes may have spotted the stand of D. McBirney and Co. in the bottom right of the image. The image (below)
is an enlargement of this Belleek Pottery exhibit.

The Belleek stand has three large showcases holding fabulous parian ware. There are figures, including Erin
and the Prisoner of Love, which had been newly designed and produced for the Exhibition. There is a three-tier
Greek centrepiece, many other elaborate comports and table centres, beautiful dinner and dessert ware and
highly decorated plates or plaques. Clustered around the bases of the showcases are a large number of
earthenware pieces: mortars and pestles, ewers and bowls, slop pails and kitchen ware. This photograph
represents one of the very few early dated photographs showing Belleek ware and it is a fabulous opportunity to
see exactly what the Pottery was making at this time – if only we could see all the details!

The engraving illustrated on the left was published
in the influential Art Journal’s description of the
1872 exhibition [34]. Belleek Pottery was given a
good deal of attention in this publication.
The Exhibition was a great success – for Ireland
and also for the Pottery. Belleek won a medal there
for the quality, artistry and diversity of their ware.
This they added to the medal won at the 1865
Dublin Exhibition, seven years earlier where the
Pottery had been praised as a promising newcomer.
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By 1872, Belleek Pottery was producing a wide range of
beautiful ware and was able to exhibit this at the
International Exhibition. The Pottery was by all
contemporary accounts very successful [7]. As a real
measure of this success, we can look at a relatively unbiased
report of the Exhibition made by the New York Times. By
“unbiased” here, I mean “not originating from the Irish
press”, although I will concede that there were and are a
good number of those with Irish backgrounds and sympathies
living in and around New York – there are many American
enthusiasts for Belleek!
Here (on the right) is part of the report published in the New
York Times on June 30th 1872 [8].

From this report, I would like to direct your attention to a
few points:
1. The ware made at Belleek was by then well known
around the World.

2. The Pottery had Royal patronage: Queen Victoria had
by 1872 purchased a beautifully decorated Echinus
Dejeuner Set and an Institute Breakfast Service.

3. Belleek Pottery had created and opened up a new
branch of Irish industry.

4. The Pottery was successful commercially, artistically
and as a patriotic venture…
…and it used Irish raw materials.
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5. The ware was novel, beautiful and useful and the Pottery provided education and support
(employment) to hundreds who would otherwise be destitute.

So, only 15 years after the Pottery’s “foundation” in 1857, it had achieved all these things, perhaps most of
what it had originally set out to accomplish. One might even say that it was a truly remarkable job by the
Founders…
…but there is a little problem here. True, the Pottery had indeed done all this, but the men reported to be
responsible were McBirney, Armstrong and Kerr?
Now, I’m absolutely certain that most of us know very well that the visionary whose idea it was to create the
Belleek Pottery, the man who furnished the vital raw materials and whose wife we’ve already described laying
the Pottery’s foundation stone in 1858, was the owner of the Castle Caldwell Estate, which encompassed the
village of Belleek, John Caldwell Bloomfield.
And where did Kerr come into this? We know of him from Kerr and Binns Worcester, but why is he being held
up as this paragon in the context of Belleek?
So was the New York Times reporter wrong? Well here is another report, this time from the Dublin Evening
Mail, published on 5th June 1872 [7 repeated in 10r], the opening day of the Exhibition:

Once again the praise is given to McBirney,
Armstrong and Kerr for the:
“Original and successful national enterprise.”

It is uncovering the reasons why the New York Times reported McBirney, Armstrong and Kerr as the:
“gentlemen who have the honor of having established the first Irish potteries”
that is the key to understanding the true story and reasons why and how Belleek Pottery came into existence.
And so from this scene of great Irish national pride in Belleek’s artistry and achievement and congratulation
and indeed well-deserved satisfaction for a palpable Irish success story, we now need to go back in time twenty
years, to 1852, to see how it all happened.
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1852… Somewhere in Ireland – Searching for Raw Materials
Back in 1852, we find two young friends both of whom considering themselves to
be “patriotic Irishmen” - making a tour of
their native land [10f, 34]. The two
friends are:
Robert Williams Armstrong aged 28
and William Henry Kerr aged 29.
Kerr has just become the proprietor of the
large and prestigious Worcester Royal
Porcelain Works in England – many of us
know well the beautiful Worcester
porcelains.
Anyway, for the purposes of this story, we
should ask why these two, a Pottery owner
and his architect are touring Ireland. Kerr
was born in County Tyrone and
Armstrong in County Longford, they have
known each other for a number of years
and the architect, Armstrong is now
employed by Kerr in the design and
rebuilding of the Worcester Porcelain
Factory – but this still gives us no clue to
their real purpose of visiting Ireland,
especially as Kerr now lives in Worcester
and Armstrong in London.

So why were they in Ireland? The reason
is that they were engaged on an important
project, a mission, even. The project had
been conceived with two other Irishmen
working at Worcester.
These two were: firstly William Boynton Kirk (far bottom left), an up-and-coming young sculptor who had
recently won an award from the Royal Hibernian Academy, son of the famous Dublin artist, Thomas Kirk, and
secondly Richard William Binns (bottom left), also a
Dublin man and a talented potter, artist and administrator.
…And the project was the creation of a radically new type
of porcelain dessert service.
This service was to be radical in its conception, design and
construction – something that would make the fashionable
World sit up and take notice. The critical element of the
project was however that the materials used to make the
service should come from Ireland, an amazingly bold
decision as no suitable materials had been proven to exist in
1852 and the objective of the four men was to have this
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service ready for a newly announced international exhibition which was to take place in Dublin in 1853.
So Armstrong and Kerr’s “mission” was to find the suitable raw materials for this highly ambitious project.
Time was already short and so they were working from an itinerary based on a geological survey by another
notable Irishman, Robert Kane, which had been published in 1845 [15].

Parian as “fashionable art”
At this point, it is possibly a good idea to think why
there should be so much enthusiasm and excitement
over a new porcelain dessert service. True, when the
present day Belleek Pottery re-introduced the
magnificent “Prisoner of Love” (right) it made a stir,
certainly being reported on the BBC News in Northern
Ireland. But to see why the project that Armstrong and
Kerr were involved with was both radical and
important, even nationally important, we have to
understand Victorian society, and more than that: the
mood of the times.
What was perceived as good taste was de rigeur in those times and this set the fashions of the day. When it
came to good taste and fashion, this meant the decorative arts and especially… porcelain. Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert were the “celebrity couple” of the day and what they had, the middle classes also had to have, but
of course in a reduced and less expensive way. The Queen very much liked decorative porcelain and this,
previously the province only of aristocrats and the privileged classes, became the “must have” of the age as
companies like Minton and Copeland introduced more affordable but still highly decorative ware. Most
importantly, from 1845, they introduced parian ware in the form of figures which were copies of popular
sculptures of the day. Parian rapidly became the latest fashionable craze.
Queen Victoria, who could of course afford the original
marble statues, nevertheless contributed to the craze by
buying many parian figures, mostly from the English
potteries Minton and Copeland. The Queen’s favourite
retreat, Osbourne House is full of these figures! Shown
on the left are Worcester (Kerr and Binns) busts of
Prince Albert and Queen Victoria, made circa 1855.
Along with popular fashion, the thinkers and educators
of the day had also taken up the decorative arts as an
important issue. “Art and Industry” was a phrase much
talked about. The idea was that art should not just be
the preserve of museums but should be available to all
and the new industrial technology could be used as a
means to spread this art to the waiting population. The
new South Kensington museum, now the Victoria and
Albert Museum, was the treasure house of the
burgeoning “Art and Industry” movement.
Sir Henry Cole was the leading light and superintendent of the South Kensington Museum and he, with Prince
Albert, planned the World’s largest and most extravagant showcase for this new “industrial art”.
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This was the Great Exhibition held in the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, London. It precisely matched the
“mood of the times” and was visited by over 6 million people in less than six months between 1st May and 15th
October 1851. It was an outstanding and phenomenal success.
The 1851 Great
Exhibition was also an
inspiration. Many in
Ireland now aspired to
make a similar show of
technical achievement
and national prowess.
Ireland was still in a
depressed state following
the years of the famines
and many businessmen,
industrialists and leaders
of society in Ireland felt
that “something must
now be done” in the
name of Irish patriotic
pride, to match the
English achievement and
to provide employment
and improve conditions
in Ireland generally.
The famous Irish railway pioneer, William Dargan (below left), was the most
important protagonist of this way of thinking. He proposed an Irish
Exhibition in Dublin and when he could find no-one in Ireland prepared or
able to fund it, he personally arranged, staged and came up with every penny
of the money required for it.
William Henry Kerr was in the middle of this. The Worcester Royal
Porcelain Works in 1851 was owned and managed by Walter Chamberlain
and was outdated and lacking new ideas. It had fared extremely badly in the
1851 Great Exhibition when compared with it two main rivals, Minton and
Copeland who had stunned the artistic and fashionable world with their fresh
new displays of parian ware.

Kerr, who had married Walter Chamberlain’s niece,
was in 1851 already managing the Royal Porcelain
Works but following the company’s failure at the
Great Exhibition, the elderly Mr. Chamberlain had
basically given up and handed the control of the
whole company over to the young Kerr. And Kerr
was eager to grasp this opportunity and “rebuild the
fortunes” of the Worcester company. Employing
Robert Armstrong to redesign the factory was only
one of the first steps he took. When Dargan
announced there was to be an Exhibition in Dublin
in 1853, this looked to Kerr like the golden
opportunity he had been waiting for…
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1852 – Castle Caldwell, County Fermanagh
…And so we return to Ireland in 1852, but not immediately to our intrepid touring friends, Kerr and Armstrong.
Instead, we travel to County Fermanagh, to the estate of someone we know well and has already been
mentioned in this article. This is of course John Caldwell Bloomfield (below right) of Castle Caldwell, he is a
young man, about the same age as Kerr and Armstrong, at 29.

In the course of Bloomfield’s efforts to find ways of improving conditions on the almost derelict Castle
Caldwell Estate, he had it surveyed for raw materials and found that among other minerals, he had a large
supply of feldspar and kaolin there [1, 3i]. We will examine this in more detail later, but at this point let’s just
state that in 1852, Bloomfield was aware of these materials but he had too many other pressing responsibilities
to do anything about them [10f].
…and so we return to our two friends scouring Ireland looking for exactly these raw materials, this same year,
1852, just one year before Dargan’s Great Exhibition.
...and if this were one of those charming Irish stories where good luck befalls all the characters, then our two
heroes would have met Captain John Caldwell Bloomfield by chance while passing his County Fermanagh
estate, then perhaps (as the old stories go [7, 33]), having been intrigued by the whiteness of the cottages in that
vicinity, they had seen the wonderful, sparkling white hill of feldspar there, immediately done a deal to use it
and returned to England with the material, all parties involved happy and satisfied.
It was unfortunately not like that – although this is a truly Irish
story, luck was against them all on this occasion and the precious
opportunity was missed. Armstrong and Kerr had no knowledge
of the Castle Caldwell materials because Robert Kane had made
no mention of them in his book on the natural resources of
Ireland nor after its publication in 1845 [15]. The discovery of
the materials was unknown to Kane in 1852.
From Bloomfield’s point of view, not being a potter and of
course not knowing anything of Kerr and Armstrong’s mission,
or even of any potential demand for the materials, there was no
need or urgency to publicise the discovery. Armstrong and Kerr
were therefore completely unaware that the objects of their
search were readily available, in large quantity, tantalisingly
close, in County Fermanagh.
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Anyway, following Kane’s directions, Armstrong and Kerr duly found feldspar at Killiney Hill, South of
Dublin and alluvial gold which originated in the Wicklow Mountains [9, 12, 16]. They returned to Worcester
seemingly having found what they were searching for.

For the “Worcester four” - that is
Armstrong, Kerr, Kirk and Binns - the
Killiney feldspar that came back from
Ireland was a somewhat mixed
blessing…

The Shakespeare Service for the 1853 Dublin Exhibition
The project for Dargan’s 1853 Exhibition, had crystallised into the creation of a sumptuous mixed parian and
bone china dessert service on the theme of Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream – the young William
Boynton Kirk had already exhibited sculptures of Shakespearean characters at a previous show put on in Dublin
by the Royal Hibernian Academy – this gave the inspiration to the new service which was to be complete with
figures of Shakespeare reclining, the figures of Comedy and Tragedy and would have many of the principal
characters from the Midsummer Night’s Dream incorporated into the design of the comports and the
centrepiece. Kirk finished the design of all the parian figures required and Binns finalised the composition of
the whole service. An English artist - the only Englishman with a major role in this essentially Irish project,
Thomas Bott, was to paint small portraits in enamels of Shakespeare, Comedy and Tragedy onto each of the
items.
As the first pieces were fired at Worcester, to the concern of Kerr and the others, it became clear that the Irish
material they were using contained impurities and was of very poor quality. The beautiful pieces either
disintegrated in the kiln when fired or proved to be unstable, cracking spontaneously hours or days after their
firing [12, 26]. This was a potential disaster, and to make matters worse, the opening day of the exhibition was
ominously drawing close.
Working with reformulated recipes, more pieces were made as quickly as possible – it must have been
heartbreaking that finished items, after many hours of dedicated work by Bott and the gilders still then cracked
or simply fell apart. In the end, Kerr and Binns were forced to make many duplicates of the plates [26] and
other items in the hope of salvaging just a few perfect ones – the recipe for the parian figures was producing
good results but the bone china plates and comports still consistently failed. When the official exhibition
catalogue [12] was being compiled just before opening, only general cups and saucers were available for
display. In the face of these travails, Kerr managed to deliver part of the planned service to Dublin at the last
minute, just before the exhibition began in May, but it was incomplete – new plans were made to have the
complete service on show before Queen Victoria’s planned visit that August [2a, 2b, 2c, 2d].
Regardless of the problems that Kerr and Binns were having with their Shakespeare Service, when the 1853
Exhibition opened (shown on the next page), it was met with rave reviews! [4]
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Ireland was hungry for good news. This exhibition was critical for Ireland as a nation and failure was
absolutely not an option. It is vital to realise that Dargan staged an “Industrial” Exhibition, designed to show
the results of industrial production and particularly Irish industrial production. Irish industry was supposed to
have been reborn in a blaze of glory after the terrible famines in the 1840’s and the exhibition was the evocation
of this.

The main exhibition hall at the 1853 Exhibition
Exhibition
We now know just how close Kerr and his Worcester
workers were to abject failure, but by very great effort,
they were able to portray the Shakespeare Service to the
waiting press as a fabulous Irish industrial success.
This interpretation was simply not true as the service was
actually made in England and was assuredly not a
successful example of Irish industrial production!
In a magnificent case of Irish optimism overcoming all
odds, however, Dargan, Kerr and the combined Irish
press were not going to let a few little facts stand in the
way of their good story. Eventually the service was
completed, it really was magnificent and Queen Victoria
and Prince Albert, when they eventually visited the
Exhibition that August, absolutely loved it.
In fact The Queen eventually made four visits to Kerr’s
exhibit [2a, 2b, 2c, 2d], talking at length with Kerr and
Kirk, who had to explain the service to her. The
Princesses were presented with a box of the raw
materials from the service. After the 3rd visit, The Queen
and Prince Albert had some of the items from the service
sent to their private apartments at the Lord Lieutenant’s
residence, to allow their closer examination.
It had been expected that the Queen would purchase this magnificent service, which after all, from its outset
was intended to be ‘fit for a Queen’. But someone advised her against buying it, probably for fear of offending
the powerful English porcelain makers [9, 16], and seemingly reluctantly, she followed this advice. This was a
paradox as the service was of course actually made in Worcester, England! Nevertheless the service was
portrayed by the press as evidence of a return of Irish patriotic pride, and of the rejuvenation of Irish Industry
and a triumph of artistry and design. On her 4th (final) visit the Queen did make a few other small consolation
purchases [2d].
In many ways, the Shakespeare
Service was not what it seemed – it
had nothing to do with Irish
industry, it was not made in Ireland,
the Irish materials used had very
nearly brought it to disaster but its
“Irishness”, going against the
British politics of the day had
prevented the Queen from following
her evident desire to buy it. On the
other had, the idea and the design
had come from Irishmen, an
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Irishman owned the company that made it and it there was absolutely no criticism of the startling beauty or the
originality of its design. It remains today one of the greatest creations of its type and a few items from the
service can still be seen in the Worcester Royal Porcelain Factory Museum.

Above: A contempory photograph of many of the major items from the service [27] and on the previous page
present day photographs of items from the service,
The Shakespeare Service was an Irish paradox!
•
•
•

Not made in Ireland
The Irish materials nearly caused a disaster
Its ‘Irishness’ prevented the Queen’s purchase

More can be read about this service in my previous newsletter article [9]

The Idea for an “Irish Pottery” 1852
So, the Shakespeare Service: not made from Belleek materials and not made at Belleek [9, 12, 16], why is this
nonetheless vitally important in the history of Belleek Pottery [1, 3e, 10d, 10f]?
There is crucial phrase which we have already mentioned, much bandied around in the Irish newspapers of the
day. It is:

“A return of Irish patriotic pride and the rejuvenation of Irish Industry.”
This is what Ireland hungered for. This is the main reason why Dargan staged the 1853 Exhibition and why
Kerr had the Shakespeare Service made.
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Unfortunately, although the Exhibition was a success which gave Ireland a lot to be proud of, it was a delusion,
as we have seen with the example of the Shakespeare Service, to think that Ireland’s industry and economy had
suddenly revived. The Exhibition did however give a good deal of food for thought to many Irishmen who
dearly wanted this to be true.
William Dargan had been the first and greatest of these visionaries. A vision that William Henry Kerr was also
fully signed up to. Kerr later wrote about his own vision in a letter to the Irish Times [10f 1868]:
(snippet shown below):
The “idea” that came to Kerr in 1852 was the
establishment of a pottery in Ireland.
Now, the question of whose idea it actually
was to build a pottery sited at Belleek is
reasonably easy to answer. The idea was
originally Bloomfield’s once he thought such
a thing might be possible. The idea was then
expanded upon and championed by
Armstrong who took the lead in promoting it.
Perhaps a more fundamental question, though,
is whose idea it was to build a pottery in
Ireland and the answer to this is
unquestionably William Henry Kerr. I have
arrived at this conclusion by examining many
articles and a good deal of correspondence in
the Irish newspapers of the day [1, 10d, 10e,
10f, 10g].

So let us look a bit more at this enigmatic Mr
Kerr…

Kerr was an insider in the pottery business, whose father had founded a business in Dublin, which first became
successful and profitable as early as the 1840’s. James Kerr and Son, as it became, retailed high class porcelain
from a large prestigious establishment on Capel Street. Kerr, who had married the niece of the owner of the
Royal Porcelain Works in Worcester and by his clear demonstration of management and marketing ability and
excellent business acumen, had become the owner and superintendent of this important factory. Kerr, who was
then inspired and influenced by the great man, William Dargan, to create something monumental and Irish for
the 1853 International Exhibition in Dublin, said it was his idea to establish a pottery in Ireland [10f].
So, it was Kerr who had the original idea for a truly Irish pottery. This Irish pottery that he conceived was not
just to be small affair only for the Irish, but a pottery that would surpass his own company at Worcester and one
that would manufacture magnificent ware to compete head-on with the English companies in the English and
World markets. Probably, the concept in Kerr’s mind was that it would be owned, constructed and operated by
Irishmen without recourse to any English money or control, with Irish designers and artisans, using Irish raw
materials.
In October 1853, as William Dargan’s Great Exhibition in Dublin closed its doors for the last time, the only
remaining question was: just how could the “Irish Pottery” be brought into existence?
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Bloomfield’s Raw Materials are
Found
Returning again to County Fermanagh: in 1849,
Captain John Caldwell Bloomfield, only 26
years old, had come home to Castle Caldwell
from his military service in China following the
death of his father. The house was a virtual
ruin, the estate unmanaged and ramshackle and
Belleek village run-down and forgotten with
poor housing and little employment [18, 23].

The picture (right) shows the
the house c.1876
Bloomfield was a dedicated and well
intentioned man but decidedly not a businessman. [36, where referring to Bloomfield]
In 1852 or possibly earlier, he and Richard Glennon from the Natural History Society in Dublin, surveyed the
Estate and discovered sources of several potentially valuable materials there. They found limestone and its
derivative marble, common clay, china clay (kaolin) and feldspar amongst other minerals [3i, 10e].
Discovering a potential and actually realising it are two very different things and even though he knew of the
feldspar and kaolin, Bloomfield took no steps to exploit or publicise them. Bloomfield, working with his own
limited financial resources instead began small scale quarrying of common clay for bricks and for marble and
limestone for sale in raw form, from various parts of his estate [23].

Two important events however took place in
1853 which persuaded Bloomfield he
absolutely had to take some action.

Firstly: out of the blue, a man he had never met before contacted him at Castle Caldwell. The man’s name was
Thomas Vincent Lee, who boldly informed Bloomfield that he had “discovered” a “hill of feldspar” on the
Estate [3e, 10c]. Lee, who had actually been trespassing on the Castle Caldwell Estate, introduced himself as
the representative of an English company that was then having surveys done in Ireland for raw materials. Lee
had been commissioned by his company to survey coal and iron deposits in County Leitrim, to the South of
Bloomfield’s estate, but had “strayed beyond these boundaries” and apparently completely by accident found
Bloomfield’s feldspar. Lee’s story is really not credible and he was most probably following up on a lead he
had been given – a lead that Kerr and Armstrong would dearly have loved the previous year! Bloomfield was
obviously now not the only one who knew of the feldspar at Castle Caldwell. Lee immediately attempted to
open negotiations for his company to extract the material, a turn of events that caught Bloomfield unprepared.
Lee was very persistent, and although Bloomfield had been taken by surprise and was apparently out of his
depth in dealing with him (according to Lee himself), he agreed to continue the process of negotiation [3g, 3h,
3i].
The other important event of 1853 for Bloomfield was of course the Dublin Exhibition. In the blaze of
publicity that went with the opening and with Queen Victoria’s visits that August, the implications of the
existence of Kerr’s Shakespeare Service (made from Irish raw materials) and all the acclaim it was given were
not lost on Bloomfield. He now knew for certain that his materials could be of great value and that he now
really had to decide what to do with them.
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John Caldwell Bloomfield had actually played a part in Dargan’s 1853 Exhibition, being on the committee
charged with establishing a permanent legacy in honour of William Dargan as the Exhibition came to a close
that October [2e]. This was important work that eventually led to the formation of the National Gallery of
Ireland, instituted with Dargan’s own personal art collection which he donated to the Nation.
Although Kerr’s Shakespeare Service and
its “Irish materials” must have come as
another surprise for Bloomfield on top of
Lee’s unexpected and persistent attentions,
he still apparently moved slowly.
The two things combined must have
amounted to something of a revelation for
him but as the year of 1853 came to a
close, faced with clear evidence of the potential value of his materials and having seen genuine porcelain
already made from Irish “clay”, Bloomfield still seems to have been uncertain. He was apparently still unsure
of the true extent, quality and value of his deposits of feldspar and kaolin, not wanting to take Lee’s word for
this [3g, 3h], and was in a quandary as to what to do about them. It is not clear if the idea of a pottery at
Belleek had occurred to him by that time and he certainly had no idea at all at this stage of the scale or scope of
such a venture.
We now have to introduce yet another person who plays a part
in this story. This is one Charles Alexander Cameron (right),
who was the Professor of Chemistry in charge of the Chemical
Society on Dame Street in Dublin – he was in effect Ireland’s
public analyst. He was also a good friend of Bloomfield’s and
also associated with the Royal Dublin Society and the 1853
Exhibition.
At the end of 1853, Bloomfield at last sought an expert
opinion: he invited Cameron to spend Christmas with him at
Castle Caldwell [3c, 3i]. The visit took place in the winter of
1853/4. Many years later, Cameron himself is vague about the
date in his memoirs, published in 1912 [17], just saying “in the
1850’s”. By 1912, he was however not at all vague about
personally claiming the credit for “discovering” the materials!
In these memoirs, Cameron claims that it was he who first
recognised the deposits of white feldspar on Bloomfield’s
estate during this visit (apparently completely by chance while
out shooting with Bloomfield). He also claimed he was able to
check the quality of the material by observing that it remained
white after being burnt in the fire in a room at Castle Caldwell
and this may well be the literal truth.
Cameron goes on to say that he personally sent the material off to “Kerr’s at Worcester.” [17] This does not
agree with the much more contempory account given by Armstrong [3j] and again we have to conclude that
Cameron was mistaken. What really happened will become plain as the story continues.
Anyway, after the Christmas visit, Bloomfield had at least obtained the more expert opinion of Professor
Cameron. Unfortunately, neither Bloomfield nor Cameron were potters and it was abundantly clear, at the start
of 1854, that Bloomfield seriously needed further advice [1, 3j]: and so the story comes back to the man who is
the real hero of the whole affair – we have already mentioned him - his name is Robert Williams Armstrong.
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Armstrong Champions the Cause
Armstrong (right) was an architect and a very fine one too. By character he
was a perfectionist – almost obsessive in his attention to detail and dedication
to his work. Everything that has been said or printed about Armstrong, in
articles and letters in newspapers at the time, confirms this view of him as a
highly moral, determined, stubborn, intelligent and trustworthy man [7, 10c,
10d, 10e, 10f]. His father, Francis, was a builder and architect from County
Longford who had moved to Dublin where he made sure that his son was
given an excellent education, partly at the schools of the Royal Dublin Society
and after qualifying in Dublin as an architect, Robert moved to London and
had been able to set up his practice in offices on City Road there.

He married Annie Langley Nairn in London in 1848.
Between 1850 and 1854, he worked for Kerr at
Worcester, extensively redesigning and rebuilding the
old Chamberlains factory on Severn Street in
Worcester following a large fire that had damaged a
good part of the old Royal Porcelain Works.
Armstrong designed and oversaw the building of a
large modern showroom (shown left), new
workshops and new kilns for Kerr.
In a way that was entirely typical of him, Armstrong
set out to do the best possible job for Kerr. He
planned and oversaw “extensive alterations and
improvements made in the premises, which then ranked as amongst the finest works in the kingdom” [33]. He
frequently made trips to Stoke-on-Trent where he was able to examine closely the construction techniques and
working practices of the famous pottery companies of Minton, Copeland, Wedgwood, Davenport and Mayer
[3j]. This was his education in the science and practice of the pottery - and Armstrong was almost frighteningly
thorough – before he did the work for Kerr. It was no surprise that Kerr selected Armstrong to accompany him
on his survey trip to Ireland in 1852, if not
just because of Armstrong’s character,
intellect and professionalism, because the two
men had become good friends. Kerr shows
his opinion of Armstrong in a later letter to
the Irish Times (left):

Left: Kerr’s opinion of Armstrong:
Armstrong was truly “one man in ten
thousand”
thousand” [10g]

And so we will now carry on the story leading
up to the birth of Belleek Pottery in 1857, and
as the story continues we have an extremely
reliable source: Robert Williams Armstrong
himself [3j], for it was he that Bloomfield
eventually contacted early in 1854 for help.
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Bloomfield probably obtained
Armstrong’s name from Kerr
directly or else indirectly by going
through Kerr’s retail shop on
Capel Street in Dublin (close to
Cameron’s office). In any event,
Bloomfield had finally found the
right man. Armstrong’s account
(part shown on the left) was
published on November 22nd 1855
in the Saunders News-Letter [3j], a
Dublin daily newspaper which predated the Irish Times.

So Armstrong had been contacted by Bloomfield at the very beginning of 1854 (or possibly the very end of
1853 [1]) and by the end of January was himself convinced of the quality of Bloomfield’s materials after having
them analysed by Worcester. Armstrong then visited Castle Caldwell for the first time in his life in March
1854, where in the course of his week long visit, during which he inspected the raw materials and the potential
future site of the Pottery at Belleek, he confirmed to Bloomfield the truth about the wonderful raw materials.
I believe this account given by Robert Williams Armstrong. I’m convinced that his version is correct because
he is extremely specific about dates and events. Knowing what we do about him, it would be highly out-ofcharacter for him to tell anything other than the plain, unvarnished truth.
To clarify a couple of points which are often reported in versions of the “Belleek Story”, Bloomfield much later
(in his address given in 1883 [18]) told the story of his first meeting with Armstrong. He describes this first
meeting, apparently completely by chance, in an unnamed Dublin shop; and this may be literally true, a
precursor to Armstrong’s documented account I’ve just given (above). Armstrong however does not mention
this meeting. Bloomfield may have known Armstrong from this chance meeting or otherwise, probably
through Cameron or Kerr. Exactly how Bloomfield first came to know of Armstrong is not really of great
significance to the whole story but it would be interesting to know for sure! What may be more significant is
that in 1868 Bloomfield and Kerr both published material in the Irish Times [10e, 10f, 10g], both of them
laying claim to credit for Belleek Pottery’s establishment. A public spat ensued and it is clear from the
correspondence that Bloomfield did not have a good relationship with Kerr. When Bloomfield gave his much
reported address, many years later in 1883 [18], Kerr had died four years previously (indeed McBirney had died
the previous year and Armstrong, although still living, was in a depressed state due to the apparent imminent
demise of the Pottery following McBirney’s making no provision for it in his will) and Bloomfield may have
felt justified and safe from criticism when he left out any references to Kerr in his talk.
Charles Cameron, as we have already said, also told a different story of finding and testing the materials from
that given by Armstrong or Bloomfield. Having read all three accounts, I am now sure that Cameron’s memory
of the events had become clouded by the passage of almost sixty years between 1853 and 1912 when he
actually wrote his memoirs: Cameron was wrong. What is certain, though, is that Cameron, with his
knowledge of chemistry was able to confirm Bloomfield’s opinion that he had valuable materials on his estate
and in the face of the pressure from Lee to sell off the materials, this may well have been the impetus that made
Bloomfield seek more help and get Armstrong involved.
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The Irish Pottery – At Belleek!
So, let us return to Armstrong’s wonderfully
clear account (parts illustrated here are from his
letter published 22nd November 1855 in the
Saunders’s Newsletter [3j]).).
At last, we get to the absolute heart of it.
The Irish Pottery at last! Armstrong was by
now a dedicated convert to Kerr’s original
idea for a pottery in Ireland and
Bloomfield’s wonderful raw materials,
arriving rather like manna from heaven,
were the absolute clincher in this! Having
been in correspondence with Bloomfield
and having visited Castle Caldwell, by March 1854, Armstrong was convinced that Belleek would be a very
suitable site for the “Irish Pottery”. In a way which was vitally important, Armstrong now took the lead in
making a business case for the Belleek Pottery (part of his technical analysis given below) [3j]:
But why should Armstrong have been
moved to write this to a Newspaper?
Surely, as far as he and Bloomfield were
concerned, the situation was now crystal
clear: the geographical, technical and
financial case had been made for Belleek
Pottery. In reality, the situation was not as
straightforward.
Bloomfield had waited a long time to obtain
opinions on his raw materials. Until the
1853 Exhibition and the unexpected arrival
of Thomas Vincent Lee, Bloomfield had
done nothing. After this, Cameron had
confirmed Bloomfield’s hopes and
Armstrong had at last given him definitive
proof of the value of the materials.
By September 1854, the discovery of the materials and the possibility of building a pottery in Ireland had
become more widely known: interest in it began to be taken, first in Dublin scientific circles and then more
widely across Ireland.
I say this information became mode widely known because Armstrong had sent his report (in collaboration with
Kerr and cited in the China War letters which follow) to the Royal Dublin Society.
Charles Cameron at the Dublin
Chemical Society, ended up with the the
three sample cups that Armstrong had
Kerr make at Worcester from the Castle
Caldwell materials [3c, 3e], Cameron
had discussed the issues with his circle
of friends and colleagues and was
showing the cups – truly the first items
made from Belleek clay - to anyone who
might be interested.
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Meanwhile Thomas Vincent Lee was still very actively seeking support in Ireland for his company that wanted
to extract the feldspar [3g, 3h].
Kerr and Armstrong, now inspired by the tantalising possibility of achieving the cherished objective and
alarmed that Lee might destroy this by persuading Bloomfield merely to sell off the materials, rapidly sought
other opinions and help, particularly on the looming question of financing the whole venture. The discussions
continued through the year of 1855.

The China War – November 1855
By the Autumn of 1855, the debate
finally came to the public’s
attention.
The so-called “China War” was
sparked at a routine meeting of the
Royal Dublin Society (RDS) on
1st November [3b].
One of the candidates for
Honorary Secretary, (name
unknown) as part of his
canvassing, was brandishing a
pamphlet on ‘the establishment of
porcelain manufacture in Ireland’
with considerable ‘zeal’.
The meeting had not been at all
intended to discuss the question of
a pottery in Ireland in general or
Belleek in particular but its effect
was incendiary!

The “China War” developed as follows….

1st November – The RDS Meeting takes place
The whole question of high quality porcelain being manufactured in Ireland was raised in the course of a
regular meeting of the Royal Dublin Society. The meeting was supposed to be for the purpose of covering
mainly procedural and routine items. The heightened level of interest in this subject within the Irish scientific
community and also by a number of Dublin commercial interests however caused one of the people present at
the meeting (a candidate for the post of Honorary Secretary) to raise the subject in a very emphatic way during
his speech of application for the post. An impromptu debate on the whole question of pottery and porcelain
manufacture in Ireland then took place, perhaps showing that the subject was then of great interest to those
present but also apparently catching some of the “experts” at the meeting unprepared.

4th November – The meeting is reported
The report of the RDS meeting in the Saunders’s News-Letter only covered the procedural elements of the
meeting, not the potentially controversial discussion on the pros and cons of an Irish pottery.
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5th November – “A Friend to Ireland”

The day after the meeting was reported, on November 5th, an anonymous correspondent to the Saunders’s
News-Letter, signing himself “A
friend to Ireland”, let the “cat out
of the bag” by publicising the
results of the RDS meeting [3a],
which were essentially that any
“Irish Pottery venture” was
unfeasible. In what turned out to
be a somewhat unfortunate phrase,
the correspondent claimed that the
RDS had concluded there was no
worthwhile clay in Ireland:
“nay, not so much as would
make a tea cup!” (“A Friend to
Ireland”)
We have not been able to find out who “A friend to Ireland” is. It may be that he was the zealous candidate for
the post of Honorary Secretary who had introduced the subject to the meeting and now felt his views had not
been reported. In any case, this person’s letter immediately unleashed a fierce and sometimes acrimonious
exchange of correspondence which came to be called the “China War”. Looking back on this episode today,
we might think it amazing that the subject attracted so much attention but back in 1855 it was an issue of vital
importance to many people in Ireland.

The China War was a period of 22 days in November 1855 when Belleek Pottery’s fate
hung in the balance, as we shall see.
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7th November – Galbraith

The Reverend Professor Joseph Galbraith, who had been present at the meeting on 1st November and taken part
in the debate, responded on
November 7th to the anonymous
letter of the 5th [3b]. Speaking as
an academic, he poured cold water
on the very idea that there was in Ireland feldspar or kaolin of sufficient quality to make porcelain. He
cautioned against yet another speculative and hare-brained scheme, in effect a “pottery bubble” – Ireland had
seen rather a lot of these well-intentioned but futile and ultimately doomed efforts.

10th November – Cameron
Immediately taking up cudgels on the side of his friend Bloomfield and the other supporters of the “Irish
Pottery”, Cameron replied (10th November) [3c] to say that Galbraith was completely wrong and he could
personally vouch for the materials
– he had, after all, the cups to
prove it in his office on Dame
Street! He refered to Kerr: “the
superintendent of one of the most
extensive porcelain manufactories
in England” and also to certain
“eminent mining engineers”- this
might be slightly incorrect
reference which included
Armstrong.

12th November – Floyd

Two days later (12th November) [3d], a Mr Anson Floyd weighed into the growing debate. He was a Dublin
merchant who retailed China on
Wellington Quay. He wrote that
he had completely independently
had a Staffordshire pottery test
some raw materials “from the
West of Ireland” that he sent them
– frustratingly he does not say
exactly where in Ireland the
materials came from! Floyd’s
opinion was that although his test
items were very good in quality,
other factors, such as the lack of
coal and fireclay in Ireland would
make any attempt to start a pottery
there a complete disaster.
Actually agreeing with Galbraith, Floyd said the Irish should concentrate on other ventures that were not
guaranteed to end in failure!
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13th November – Kerr
William Henry Kerr wrote from the Royal Porcelain Works in Worcester and his contribution was published on
November 13th, two days after
Floyd’s letter [3e]. Kerr,
obviously speaking in favour of a
possible “Irish Pottery” pointed
out the successful Shakespeare
Service at the 1853 Exhibition
made at least partially from Irish
feldspar and the test items that he
had made from the material that
Armstrong had brought back from
Bloomfield’s estate.
Kerr may have received a copy of
the Saunders’s Newsletter in
Worcester or the RDS meeting
report (he had been a member since 1853 [13]), but he was possibly tipped off by Armstrong or Cameron and
hurried to join the fray. His memorable sarcastic rejoinder was:
“not only is there clay to make cups but also saucers!” (William Henry Kerr)

15th and 16th November – Lee

Then Thomas Vincent Lee wrote two letters to the Saunders’s News-Letter, published on November 15th and
16th [3g, 3h] in which he most strongly put the case for the Irish raw materials and in a more veiled way for a
Pottery in Ireland. He revealed that the company he represented, which would have both English and Irish
investment, was the:
“Irish China Clay, Porcelain,
Brick, Tile and Drain Pipe
Company of 57 Queen Street,
Cheapside, London”.
You will remember that this was of course the person and company which was still trying to negotiate with
Bloomfield to buy up the Castle Caldwell feldspar. In his second letter, Lee expresses great frustration with
“Captain B___” as he calls Bloomfield, who had turned down an offer of £500 per annum to allow Lee’s
company to extract the feldspar. It seems that Lee was still unaware that since the start of his protracted
negotiations with the reluctant Bloomfield, Armstrong had become involved and was now most strongly
encouraging Bloomfield to allow a pottery to be built at Belleek rather than selling the raw materials lock stock
and barrel to another company. Lee’s exasperation is apparent in his letters – after two years of discussion he
says:
“Captain B. still holds his maiden mountain” (Thomas Vincent Lee)
Lee, in a combination of frustration and an attempt to drum up support for the share prospectus of his company,
tells us that Bloomfield really had no idea of the value of the feldspar and Lee, if he had “wanted to rent the
land to graze black cattle, could have got it for a song”. He also came clean in the letter and admitted that he
now thought that Bloomfield’s
land contained:
“clays more valuable… than
any yet found in Great Britain”.
(Thomas Vincent Lee)
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16th November – Weld

On November 16th Doctor Isaac Weld, a senior member of the RDS, being one of the six vice presidents of that
organisation, wrote a letter of support [3f] for his fellow RDS member Professor Galbraith, to clarify that
Galbraith actually meant that
even if there were not a lack of
raw materials, the high cost of
transport of coal and of the
finished ware made it highly
likely that any Irish pottery would be hopelessly uncompetitive against the English companies. He essentially
concurred with Anson Floyd.
As things hotted up in this “China War”, Bloomfield and Armstrong then both wrote long letters to the
Saunders’s News-Letter and effectively “nailed their colours to the mast”.

21st November – Bloomfield

In Bloomfield’s letter published on November 21st [3i], he attacks Floyd for his lack of knowledge, strongly
makes his case for a pottery at Belleek and finally in a wonderfully powerful and emotional statement he
commits himself to the Belleek project:
“…without some attempt to
take nature by the hand and
work our way into a
manufacturing country,
nothing will be of any avail..
it is in the sure and certain
conviction that at least one
branch is opened out to us
that I offered all the
requirements that I possess to
be put into the capital of the
undertaking.”
(John Caldwell Bloomfield)

22nd November – Armstrong
By contrast, Armstrong’s letter is a masterpiece of clear, considered and well-thought-out explanation.
Armstrong makes the case for Belleek Pottery so well that I have chosen to use extracts from his letter as the
best possible way to put this across in this article (see the previous excerpts from this letter already shown in the
previous pages). In his letter of 22nd November [3j], Armstrong counters the arguments put by Galbraith, Floyd
and Weld in a tour-de-force of rational argument with a marvellous command of the facts and statistics he had
researched. Armstrong was not emotional but scientific. His arguments as he put them are irrefutable. When
the dust had settled by the end of November 1855, Bloomfield and Armstrong were triumphantly victorious.
Let’s leave the summing-up to Armstrong:
“I shall be able to show your readers that it is quite possible to manufacture china in Ireland in quantity
sufficient for the home market but also to undersell the Staffordshire produce in other markets.”
(Robert Williams Armstrong)
So the Pottery that Kerr had imagined was possible! And Armstrong was very ambitious, for this would be a
pottery for ‘fine wares’ to compete with ‘Sèvres and Dresden’.
It was the “Irish Pottery” at last.
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But in his letter, Armstrong didn’t stop there, he continued that Belleek was his choice for the site of the Irish
Pottery and he forcefully made the case for this.
Belleek Pottery was finally conceived when Armstrong’s vision won the “China War” in November 1855.

Bloomfield’s Dilemma
Now, in the whole of his long association with Belleek Pottery, Bloomfield never made a more crucial decision.
He could have sold the feldspar and kaolin to Lee’s company and received a substantial income for no more
effort on his own part. If Bloomfield had done this, he would have helped his own precarious financial position
considerably. Fortunately for all of us lovers of Belleek, Bloomfield, now with the confident and expert
Armstrong leading him, decisively came down in favour of Armstrong’s vision of the Pottery we all know and
love.
Lee and the “Irish China Clay, Porcelain, Brick, Tile and Drain Pipe Company of 57 Queen Street, Cheapside,
London” had offered Bloomfield an easy way out of his financial difficulties, but then there would not have
been a pottery at Belleek and I don’t know about you, but “Belleek Pottery” somehow has a nicer ring to it that
the “Irish China Clay, Porcelain, Brick, Tile and Drain Pipe Company.”
Bloomfield, to his everlasting credit, had rejected the potentially easy money, which would have made his life
and maintaining his ramshackle estate a lot simpler, in favour of the moral high ground, the patriotic approach:
indeed, it was truly the “Dargan Philosophy” - a courageous choice that he may have had cause to regret as his
own problems mounted in the years following the foundation of the Pottery.
Bloomfield was not a businessman, in fact he never made any claim of having any business expertise. In his
poetic way [3i] he certainly saw himself as a philanthropist, a patriotic Irishman and an adherent to Dargan’s
philosophy. Another view, however, of his actions or lack of action in the years 1853-1855 is that his
background, character and want of business expertise caused him to dither and prevaricate, unable to make any
decision until Armstrong, with his typically professional, expert and strong-willed approach, arrived on the
scene, effectively forcing the issue.
Whichever way you look at this, we should all applaud Bloomfield for this decision – if it had gone any other
way, Belleek Pottery would never have existed and we would not be admiring its beautiful parian ware today.

Financing the Pottery
In November 1855 the “China War” was won but there still remained that nagging little question of finance for
the venture…
To put it bluntly, Bloomfield’s weak point was that he had no money. Having rejected selling the feldspar to
make money, he also had very little prospect of finding enough capital to allow the development of the sort of
Pottery that Armstrong had in mind.
Armstrong already knew what he wanted at Belleek. Remember, this is the man who had built the new pottery
at Worcester for Kerr – he had rejuvenated the Royal Porcelain Works, one of the largest and most important of
the English potteries. During those four years (1850-1854) he had been considerably influenced by Kerr’s
views. Armstrong had also studied the operations at the great companies of Minton, Copeland and Wedgwood
(amongst others) in Stoke on Trent. These were, at that time, the other important potteries in Great Britain.
Neither was Armstrong one with limited horizons. Working with Kerr, who counted Queen Victoria as a
valued client [4], Armstrong became accustomed to thinking on a grand scale. As we have already seen, he was
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also a perfectionist – anything less than the absolute best just wasn’t good enough for him. So Armstrong was
now preparing to treat his work at Worcester as a “dry run” for what was going to be a truly magnificent
venture: the new pottery at Belleek.
To Armstrong, Kerr and Bloomfield, this meant that finding finance was not a small problem but a large
obstacle both in the amount of money required and the source of the funding. One of the reasons that Lee’s
proposals had been rejected was that English money and therefore English control of the company was
involved. Armstrong was adamant, and again in this he was probably influenced by Kerr, that if there was any
English control or management at all of an Irish venture then it was bound to fail as the English investors would
always favour England if there were any sign of trouble. This had been the fate of many speculative Irish
projects at this time [36].
As usual, Armstrong puts this very well in his wonderful letter during the China War [3j]:
“…no works in Ireland,
managed by an English
propretary (sic) will ever
succeed.”
(Robert Williams
Armstrong)
And so, over the course of the year 1855 the question of finance was tackled.
Kerr, I believe, wanted to provide funding but his money was in 1855 tied up in the Worcester Royal Porcelain
Works following Armstrong’s extensive redevelopment of it and even if he could have released this money, it
would not have amounted to a figure as large as Armstrong had in mind. An obvious choice to approach for
funding was William Dargan, who both Kerr and Bloomfield were on extremely good terms with. Dargan’s
problem was that he was already heavily over-committed to speculative Irish projects and the famous
philanthropist simply could not take on yet more [9]. In the end, Armstrong made an approach to David
McBirney, a wealthy Dublin merchant. For extensive information on McBirney’s life and business interests,
see [36].
In fact, Bloomfield and Armstrong, backed up by Kerr, must have approached McBirney either late in 1854 or
early in 1855, well before the “China War” had broken out in the November of that year. Indeed, McBirney
visited Belleek with Armstrong and Kerr [1]. As Bloomfield recounted later in a letter to the Irish Times (in his
customary somewhat flowery language) on January 7th 1868 [10e]:
“…the firmness of Mr
M’Birney against
overwhelming theoretical
negatives”
(John Caldwell Bloomfield)

The interesting point here is that Bloomfield says that David McBirney remained firm “against overwhelming
theoretical negatives.” After having persuaded McBirney to get involved, there probably was a degree of
concern that he might become discouraged and back out when experts from the RDS and the retail trade were
clearly of the opinion in November 1855 that an Irish pottery was either impossible or guaranteed to fail.
Bloomfield’s gratitude and relief at McBirney’s remaining steadfast in the face of this opposition is manifest in
this letter.
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By the end of 1855, the three people we know as the founders, Armstrong, Bloomfield and McBirney were for
the first time able to plan the future Belleek Pottery. Kerr remained in Worcester but was also heavily
involved: as he said later in 1868 [10f, 10g]:
“…I had every department
in my works thrown open
to those interested in the
Belleek Works…”
(William Henry Kerr)

So a second battle was won. McBirney had been convinced by Armstrong and Kerr that the project stood at
least some chance of success and that the practical potting problems could be overcome with help from Kerr’s
Worcester factory. Like Bloomfield, McBirney wanted to be seen as an Irish patriot in Dargan’s mould,
promoting Irish enterprise and the Belleek endeavour was just such a project.
McBirney appears to have made only one proviso with his offer of funding for the entire project and this was
that Armstrong had to be the man to build and then manage the new pottery [23]. McBirney had clearly been
very impressed by Robert Williams Armstrong [1].

Part 2 will be published in the next edition of the Newsletter and will conclude this account with the story of
the building of the Pottery, its development and eventual success in 1872.
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Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware - Part 11
Mythical and Oriental
By Tony Fox
Part eleven of this series of articles deals with two distinct individual patterns namely Mask and Chinese tea
ware which are both instantly recognisable and are defined under the design motifs of mythical and oriental
respectively.

Mask
The full range of tea (and coffee) ware for the Mask pattern was introduced in the 1931 catalogue. However,
three sizes of Mask jug were produced in the first period (4”, 4.5” and 5”) one of which is shown in the “Old
Photograph Album” [d] further research is required in this aspect. The design motif features the face of the
ancient Greek god Bacchus, god of wine and revelry, which grins through vines and bunches of grapes and
comprises two identical panels on the teapot, teacup, cream and sugar divided vertically in line with the handle
and diametrically opposite on each piece. In the case of the saucers there are three equal panels around the
circumference.

Above: Mask tea service in cob, BIII
Mask pattern tea ware should not be confused with other items Belleek produced which had a mask/face for a
spout. These include the Florence Jug and earthenware mask ewer (part of a jug and bowl set), both of which
have the face of an old bearded man supporting the spout.
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The handles on the teapot, cream and teacups are similar to those
on the Sydney pattern tea ware pieces but are less ornate and as a
consequence not as fine.

Right: Teacup handles, Mask and Sydney
The finial on the teapot and covered sugar lid resembles that
found on the Cone pattern teapot and kettle.

Below: Finials, Mask and Cone

Decoration
Mask tea ware was produced in ivory, cob, green
handle and pink handle.

Right: Teacup and saucer in ivory, BI
It can also be found with garish painting in two
variations:
a) Face painted in flesh tones with rosy
cheeks and brown hair, gilt ribbons, vine leaves in green and orange, see coffee set Below Left
b) Face painted in flesh tones with rosy cheeks and brown hair, brown ribbons, vine leaves in 2-tone
green (less garish), see saucer Below Right
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Periods
Most Mask tea ware is third period, however second period tall cream jugs with
a green or pink handle can be found and these are listed in the 1904 catalogue
and shown in the old photo album. A
similar single example in stoneware has
been seen with a first period mark. Also
an image of a cup and saucer with first
period mark has been noted. More
investigation into these first period marks
and the body type used is required.

Right: Teacup and saucer both BI
Left: Jug, green handle, BII
Below: Jug, pink handle and its mark,
BII

Right:
Right: Open sugar, cob,
BIII

Forms
Teapot, Cup and saucer (tea and coffee),
Sugar (large and medium, covered and
open), Cream (large and medium). The
Mask pattern has a limited range of tea ware
items and as a result there are insufficient
pieces to constitute a dejeuner set. There is
no evidence, to date, to indicate that this
pattern had a tray, kettle or slop bowl.

Right Coffee cup and saucer, cob, BIII
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Chinese
This pattern
features
winged beasts
or dragons for
spouts to the
teapot, kettle
and cream.
Most pieces
have small
paw feet,
although the
teapot, even
from the early
days, can be
found both
footed and
unfooted.
The tray is
circular and
has a multi
faceted rim
with central
dragon
chasing a
pearl amongst
clouds and stars.

Above: Dejeuner set with small footed teapot, Lustre, chocolate and gilt No.3, BI

The “Old Photograph Album” [d] implies that two sizes of tray were produced, however since we have only
seen the 15” version further research is required in this aspect.

Below: Tray, Gilt No.2, BI Right: Small tea urn and stand, Lustre,
Lustre,
chocolate and gilt No.3, BI
Unique to this
pattern is a
magnificent
double spout tea
urn complete
with a separate
stand which takes
the form of an
upturned dragon
with outspread
wings providing
the support for
the tea urn. The
stand sits on 4
large clawed feet.
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Tea urns have a metal ring cemented to their underside with
screws to locate it onto the metal supporting bars on the
stand’s dragon’s wings.

Right: Underside of tea urn with metal ring and screws
Below: Metal supports on the stand’s dragon’s wings.
Tea kettles were
not intended to
have a stand and
therefore do not
have the metal ring.
NB: These are
described as
‘kettles’ by Belleek but are very different from the kettle form
produced for other Belleek patterns.
Both the urn and the kettle lids have a finial in the form of a
Chinaman complete with pigtail. Also unlike any other piece of
Belleek, both forms (tea urn and kettle) do not have a porcelain
handle but they have a thick elaborate twisted silk handle, possibly
originally a red colour as seen left.
No other porcelain manufacturer seems to
have designed anything remotely similar this was a leap of faith into the avant garde
for Belleek. Some Worcester tea wares of
the aesthetic period have dragon or lizard
handles, but even though these are of a
similar date they are nothing like this
Belleek Tour de Force design.
Belleek protected the design of the Chinese
pattern by registering it (twice!), i.e.
separately for the kettle and the urn.

Above: Kettle registration document 16th Feb 1872
Right: Urn and Stand registration document 9th
March 1872
The Registration documents which were submitted by
Belleek utilized photographs instead of drawings. Before
1872 technical drawings were submitted, these were
probably drawn by Armstrong himself, but the move to
photographs might have been triggered by the 1872
Dublin exhibition at which Belleek made its first major
display. Photographs were undoubtedly taken for
opening of the exhibition on 5th June and it may also
have been important to register new designs before they
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were unveiled. Two registrations for the Chinese tea kettle and urn were made, the first on 16th February 1872
was for the kettle only, then 9th March 1872 for tea urn and stand. The Registration diamond is often seen on
pieces, see the picture of the underside of the tea urn at the top of the previous page.
The Jenks manuscript [a] says that at the 1872 Exhibition ‘Chinese Double-Spouted Kettles for Dejeune Use’
and ‘Chinese Swing Tea Urns’ were on display. The “Old Photograph Album” [d] records that ‘HRH Duke of
Edinburgh’ (Queen Victoria’s second son Prince Alfred) bought an urn on
stand.

Decoration
Chinese tea ware was produced with various decoration ways:•
•
•

•
•
•

No.1 is described in the “Old Photograph Album” [d] as “Lustrous” and also
“Pearl”. No example with ‘1’ has yet been found.
No.2 has gilt rim and “beak”, head, feet and handle details.
No.3 has green/purple lustre to breast, head and rim border, chocolate
wings, legs and shoulders. Gilt ‘beak”, head and leg details and gilt rim and
details. Note: the lustre fades with time/use from green through purple to
pink and can then almost disappear, see Chris Marvell’s article on how
lustre degrades [f]
No.4 Mega gilt with chocolate feet. Gilded detailing to scales and feathers.
This was the most expensive colour way, 20% more than the already
expensive No.3! Only 1 example of this extreme colourway has been seen.
No.5 Lustre to wings and a few details only
No.6 Chocolate wings and shoulders. Gilt ‘beak’, head details, feet, handle
and rim details. NO lustre.

Right: Saucers decoration ways:ways:Top: No.2,
Middle: No.3
Bottom: No.5
Left: Tray, Pearl, BI
Bottom Left: Part tea
tea set with small
footed teapot, No.5, BI
Bottom Right: Teapot (large size)
unfooted, No.6, BI
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Top Left: Urn stand, No.3 green/purple lustre to breast and
head, chocolate wings, legs and clawed feet. Gilt leg, paw
and face detailing, gilt paws. BI

Top right:
right: Urn stand, No.2 gilt detailing. BI
Left: Urn stand, No.4 chocolate feet, with mega gilded
detailing to the dragon’s scales and feathers. BI (see front
cover illustration)

A monogrammed (“SM”?) tea service has also been seen

Below: Tea set with teapot (small size) unfooted, No.2 and
monogrammed, BI.
BI. Bottom left,: detail of the monogram.
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Periods
Usually first and rarely second period.
Some of the first period marks used are tiny, they needed to be when applied
to the bottom of one of the cups feet. The second period mark, being bigger, is
applied underneath the cup bowl where there is more room.
The teapot lid can have instructions for
making tea, see Left.

Top Right: First period marks underneath
a cream on its foot (also tiny registration
diamond, plus decoration way number)
Right: Second period mark underneath
the cup

Forms
Tray, Kettle (large and small), Urn on stand (large and small),
Teapot (large footed and unfooted, small footed and unfooted),
Teacup and saucer, Sugar (large and small), Cream (large and
small). The Chinese pattern has a limited range of tea ware
items, however there are sufficient tea ware items to constitute a
dejeuner set. The large size sugar looks very similar to a slop
bowl [b], we need to verify that this is a sugar and not a misdescribed slop bowl.
Note: The elaborate silk handle on the large size urn is secured
through the handle rings and around the dragon spouts/throats,
whereas on the small urn it is secured through the handle rings
only.

Left:
Left: Urn on stand,
large size, No.2
with handle around
the spouts, BI
Top right:
right: Small
footed teapot,
No.3, BI
Middle: large
teapot unfooted BI
Bottom: At the
back, 2 small
teapots, BI. Front
teapot is not
Belleek!! – it is a
resin ‘Nini’
reproduction!
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Belleek Manuscript c1959 – M A Jenks. Edited by Steinberg, published by the Los Angeles Chapter
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Chris Marvell – “The Belleek Lustre Project”, newsletter 27/3 October 2006

Questions last article Part 10
•
•
•
•

Celtic Low Shape
o Can we find an oval form teapot, cream or sugar in BIII?
Celtic Tall Shape
o We only know of one complete tea set – do you have one?
Celtic Pot
o Can we find any tea ware items (teapot, teacup and saucer, small size cream and sugar) in BIII?
o Have you seen a Celtic Pot item which has an angular handle (not the proper ornate handle)?
Celtic Decoration Ring Handle Ivory
o Have you got a different size teapot?

Questions raised from this article Part 11
•
•

Mask
o What tea ware have you got that is BI or BII?
Chinese
o Do you have a tray that is not 15” diameter?
o Do you have a kettle? If so what size is it?
o Do you know of a different sized teapot to those illustrated?
o Do you know of a large size sugar or slop bowl?
o Do you know of any pieces that are BIII?

Do you have
have tea ware with a colour/decoration way not listed in these articles?

Patterns to be covered in Tea ware Part 12
Design groups in a bone china porcelain body:
• Pattern X
• ‘Sèvres’
This article describes what we know TO DATE, please if you have further information get in touch with
Tony at research@belleek.org.uk, he would be very grateful to receive it.

WE NEED YOUR COMMENTS & HELP – ANY FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT!
…And a very big thank you to all of you whose pictures I have included.

– Tony

(produced in collaboration with Bev Marvell)
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Belleek Lookalikes
By Elizabeth Clinton
Over the years of collecting the real thing, our eyes have been trained to spot quickly anything that resembles
BELLEEK. Of course, American Belleek is highly collectible, as everyone knows, and much of it was made or
designed by artists and craftsmen from the Irish Pottery who were lured to America.
It has been said that copying is the highest form of compliment and therefore we might view these German and
Japanese look-alikes without hostility and as mere novelty. We bought them as such and have used them as
interesting examples, within our chapter (Los Angeles), of what other countries have put on the market to
compete with Belleek.
These photos illustrate an assemblage of Belleek features.
The German cups and saucers tried to bring together the Neptune, Tridacna-look covered with shamrocks. The
porcelain is very nice and thin, the quality is excellent and we paid about $30 (20 UK pounds) twenty years ago
for the set of four. The German ware, by far, was the best of the copies.

Left: Four
German cups and
saucers
Right:
Right: Mark
(‘Germany’) and
shell feet
Below Right:
Lovely glaze

The Japanese cup and saucer is a very good copy of Belleek’s Shamrock
tall shape (it is also the same size) and a fine quality porcelain and can
easily hide among Belleek sets.

Left: Japanese
Japanese cup and saucer
Right: Mark on
Japanese cup
(‘Norcrest Fine
China’ ’6/791’
‘Hand Painted’)
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Also the Kettle and sugar bowl have a very similar look but are very heavy, and thick, with painting which is
overdone. There is no creamer, as the Japanese use no milk in their tea. These two pieces cost $38 (25 UK
pounds).

Left:
Japanese
kettle
and
sugar
Right:
Japanese
kettle

The Honey Pot is unmarked but we think it is also
Japanese.

Right: Unmarked honey pot

Lastly, I found this Pig in our collection, which is
the largest of the three pictured. It is unmarked and
looks just like the Belleek ones but is larger than
the largest from our Irish Pottery. It is white; not
the ivory, creamy colour of Belleek.

Left: Three little pigs…The largest
on the left is unmarked and larger
than its Belleek counterpart

We must remember too, that many of
our own dear Belleek porcelain
designs were variations of some
famous names that went before.

- Elizabeth Clinton
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More Henshall Links
By Pat & Paul Tubb
The new year was only four days old when we received an e-mail from Chris Marvell to say that he had been
contacted, as editor of the newsletter, by a Ken Henshall who had found our earlier article on William
Henshall’s life whilst searching for ancestral links on the internet. Remember, William Henshall is credited for
introducing basket making at Belleek.
We, as a result, contacted Ken, who is a professor of Japanese Studies at Christchurch University in New
Zealand. He had been researching his own family history but had been unaware of the details of William’s life
except that his 2xgreat grandfather, Herbert, had been William’s brother. Ken knew nothing about William
being so well known within the Belleek pottery world and his artistic accomplishments in the context of pottery
design and manufacture.
We met Fergus Cleary whilst at the Belleek
pottery for the joint meeting last September
and he had promised to send us some of the
old photographs of workers, particularly
those from England that he had in his
possession. One of these photographs from
Fergus’s own collection, (right with close
up below) was clearly labelled as being
William Henshall (blue circle) outside
Cleary’s Bar in Belleek town. From this we
could then identify him in the group
photograph (see the photograph on the next
page) – and his wife Elizabeth with him in
both pictures – so we sent both photographs
to Ken for him to see.
Ken remarked at once on
the family resemblance,
particularly with his own
brother, Michael, even to
the same tilt of the head
and the premature
whiteness of the hair. We
reproduce both pictures
here

Below: William Henshall
and Ken’s brother Michael
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There is an interesting aside regarding another group photograph that Fergus had (shown below). We were
unsure of where and when this group photograph was taken. The only note with it was to the effect that it was a
picture of the English Potters who had been at Belleek. However the mount clearly said ‘Hanley’ and it looked
as if the photographer’s name might be Ellis whose story we had told in the newsletter last October [Vol 30/3].
To help date it we took a copy to the curator in charge of Bicycle history at the Coventry Transport Museum,
Lesley Robertson, and she was able to tell us, from the bicycle which appears in the photograph, that it must
have been taken after 1888 – the first date on which bicycles had been fitted with pneumatic tyres – and that the
plunger brake mechanism shown had been superseded by the calliper system from about 1895 onwards. So, we
think, the picture was taken, possibly by Samuel Henry Ellis, in Hanley soon after he set up as a photographer
in 1891. The occasion must have been a visit of Patrick Cleary, who appears in the photograph (2nd row 2nd
from left) sitting next to Henshall (blue circle). This copy of the photograph has been in the keeping of the
Slater/Garvan family which leads us to think that it may well have come over to Belleek with Fred Slater in
1893/4 and hence this copy into Fergus’s keeping.

Armed with Ken’s evidence of the similarity with his family we set about looking back over our Henshall notes
and identified William’s siblings whose stories had not been germane to the previous article in the October
2005 newsletter [Vol 26/3] and discovered that our brief notes tallied with the greater detail that Ken had
discovered for his family. We then concentrated on William’s children and grandchildren and have therefore
been able to answer some questions posed then and also correct some false trails suggested there.
In particular we have obtained a copy of William’s death certificate, which we reproduce here (top of the next
page), showing that he died of pneumonia on May 5th 1902 and that his daughter, Rose, was the informant for
the certificate.
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We also acquired birth and death certificates for the son, William, in 1874 at Belleek. Another William was
born in Stoke on Trent in 1876 but died, aged just 23 years, on June 29th 1899 from Tonsillitis and Cardiac
failure.
We have also followed the lives of sons Albert and Ernest with the help of the 1911 census which is now
available online. Albert does not appear to have ever married and he had their mother living with him at the
time of the 1911 census at 61 Stoke Road, Shelton when he is described as an Artist. Elizabeth, William’s wife
and Albert’s mother, died at the same address on February 14th 1921 with Rose as the informant.
Albert himself died, also at 61 Stoke Road, Shelton, on February 4th 1934 aged 61 and is noted as a Retired
Potter’s Decorating Manager. It would seem then, that Albert probably resided in the same house for at least 23
years. His death was notified by his brother Ernest of Gower House,
Stone.
Ernest himself married Elizabeth Tatham in Leek on July 26th 1909 and
on the certificate gives his address as Stoke Road, Stoke on Trent. He
describes himself as a 27 year old Commercial Traveller which was also
his given occupation in the 1901 census. The couple had two children,
who thus are William’s only grandchildren, Elaine born in 1912 and
Albert Alan born in 1913. Elizabeth, Ernest’s wife, died at the early age
of 27 on August 29th 1915, and we have found no evidence of Ernest
marrying again after her death.
Albert Alan is the Albert who became a director and Chairman of Stoke
City Football Club and we think that Ernest preceded him in 1952/53.
[This piece of information is only included here because Stoke City is
Paul’s favourite team!!] Ernest’s tenure of the Chairmanship of the
football club was probably terminated by his death in a motor car on the
Newcastle Road, Stone on April 9th 1953. It does not look as if this was
a motor accident with other vehicles involved as the cause of death is
recorded as Cardiac Failure and Coronary Thrombosis. We hope one
day soon to do some research into the local papers of the time to see
what is recorded there. Albert, his son, was the informant of the death
and Ernest’s address is still The Gower House, Stone.
Professionally Albert was a Chartered Accountant and he was also an
early member of the St Peter ad Vincula Lodge of the Freemasons and
we have contacted the WM of the lodge who remembers him and
confirmed his recollection from the picture of Albert’s visit to the
Belleek factory in 1981 as recorded in the Belleek Collector magazine
(see the report left). Albert’s death occurred in June 1982.
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During our meeting with Agnes Dolan at the unveiling of the plaque to William Henshall in the Belleek
churchyard during the 2007 convention she told us that she had occasional correspondence with William’s
granddaughter who was then in her 90s. Unfortunately she did not give us any name or contact details, but this
must have been Elaine, Ernest and Elizabeth’s eldest child.
This contact with Ken, which has led us to revisit some of our earlier research, shows the value of putting the
newsletter online through our website. Apart from Elaine, whose name we did not at that time know, we were
unaware of any living relatives of William Henshall. We now know, too, that William has great grandchildren
with whom we might one day make contact. We know, too, that Ken and his six siblings, who were all born in
Birmingham, are interested and have themselves discovered some aspects of their family history of which they
were unaware. However large the circle of people who consider William Henshall to be an important figure in
pottery decoration, it is still a matter of pride to know he is ‘your’ relation.
Finally, we include a photograph Ken has sent us of himself, his wife, Carole and their son, Simon (below).

[Editor: Indeed, I think Ken also shows a remarkable likeness to his
great great great Uncle, William Henshall! (inset) ]
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Why did Eliza Jane Change her Birthplace?
The story of James Bowler and his BelleekBelleek-born Daughter.
By Pat & Paul Tubb.
In our article of a year ago [Newsletter 30/1, March 2009] in which we discussed the lists of names given for
the Staffordshire men who went over to Belleek in the early years of the pottery, the name of Bowler occurs. He
is said by both Lady Marion Langham [1] and the Jenks manuscript [2] to have been the Head Kilnman who
returned to Stoke in the early 1880s and Robert Arnold [3] repeats the same information.
As always our starting point for discovering more about these men is the 1861 census of Stoke on Trent and
there we find two possible candidates for being ‘our’ Mr Bowler.
Firstly there is an Elijah Bowler living with wife, Anne, and daughter, Ruth A, at 14 Ashwood, Longton. His
occupation is given as ‘Ovenman’ which corresponds with the given information of his being the head kilnman
at Belleek. His age is given as just 23, even though his daughter is said to be 10.
We have discovered his marriage to Anne Williams at St Peter’s Church, Stoke on Trent on January 26th 1850
when they are both said to be of ‘full age’. His occupation is noted as ‘Potter’ on the marriage certificate and
both parties are from Stoke on Trent. From the 1851 census return for the family, it would seem that he
managed to give himself the wrong age, by 10 years, in 1861 and he was then 33 rather than 23. Incidentally he
was also an Ovenman in 1851 so would have been pretty well experienced by 1863 if he came to Belleek with
Bromley as the sources indicate. Unfortunately, not only did he get his age wrong in 1861 but also, probably,
his place of birth, which is noted as Derby, whereas in 1851 it had been Stoke.
No mention of Elijah, Anne or Ruth is to be found in the index to the 1871 census and this may be an indication
that they were all in Belleek with Elijah working as head kilnman for the pottery. Elijah died at Wood Street,
Longton on March 1st 1877 aged just 50. He is noted simply as a Potter. His daughter, Ruth Ann was the
informant and ‘Enteric Fever’ is given as the certified cause of death. Ann and Ruth appear in the 1881 and
1891 census indices.
From these pieces of information it is clear that Elijah could have been the head kilnman at Belleek from 1863
to some time after 1871 when he returned to Stoke. This return was not, however, in the early 1880s as
mentioned in the three sources named above. There is nothing in the census information or the vital records
which clearly links him to Belleek or anywhere else in Ireland but neither is there any evidence to support the
idea that he did not go there. In fact the negative evidence of the family not being in the English Potteries in
1871 suggests that they may have been elsewhere, and Ireland is an obvious possibility because the census
returns for 1871 in Ireland have not survived.
What, then, of our other candidate? This is a James Bowler who in 1861 was living at 33 New Street,
Burslem and working as a 16 year old Potter. He, too, is missing from the 1871 census index but present with
his wife, Sarah, and six children in the 1881 census living at 56 Furlong Lane, Burslem and his occupation is
still that of Potter. The interesting thing about this family is that, in this 1881 census return, their third child,
Eliza Jane, is aged 11 and noted as having been born in Ireland. The 13 year old and 9 year old either side of
Eliza Jane were both born in Burslem as, indeed, were all the other children.
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Eliza Jane’s birth certificate tells us that she was born on February 25th 1870 at the Battery, Belleek. As noted
in our earlier article updating the information on Ebenezer Williams Swann [4], this address refers to the
cottages on the mound where the Battery was situated not to the actual military installation itself. The cottages
can be seen in the photograph of the fort published in John Cunningham’s book [5]. Eliza Jane’s father, James
Bowler, registered her birth and her mother is noted as Sarah Bowler, formerly Williams.
So then, James had worked at Belleek as it is noted that he is an ‘Ovenman in Pottery’ on the certificate. The
few references we have found for him in the Potteries of Stoke on Trent up to this time call him simply a Potter
so we cannot be certain where or in what manner he received sufficient training to be employed as Head
Kilnman which the three sources indicate. However, in the 1891 census return of the family in Burslem, James
styles himself ‘Oven Man’ and in 1901 as a ‘Potter’s Fireman’. In the latter census one of his sons, also James,
styles himself as a ‘Potters Oven Man’.
Thus, at some stage of his career, our James had experience of working in and around the kilns in Staffordshire,
but he may have first done this sort of work whilst at Belleek. It is probably unlikely that James was sufficiently
experienced in the work to be the Head Kilnman referred to in the sources.
There is no sign of their eldest children, Frederick and Mary Agnes, in the 1871 census of England so it would
appear that they took the two young children to Belleek with them – was it the offer of more appropriate
accommodation for a young and growing family which attracted them?
James Bowler’s time at Belleek would have been as short as two years and probably not more than three, but
would have included the time of the 1871 census. He may, of course, have gone to Belleek with Bromley in
1863 before returning to Stoke on Trent to marry Sarah Williams on January 15th 1865. He was still only 20 and
his wife 19 at the time of their marriage at the Church of Cobridge in the parish of Burslem. They are both
recorded as being resident in Cobridge and James is called a Potter.
Their first child, Frederick, was born a year later and the family eventually totalled 12 children. They stayed in
Furlong Lane, Burslem in subsequent census returns through to 1901 and James died at 37 Furlong Lane,
Burslem on November 25th 1905 aged 59. Sarah made her mark as the informant of her husband’s death and
the certificate gave Pulmonary Congestion and Cardiac Dilation as the causes. Sarah lived as a widow for a
further nine years before dying in 1914.
I have entitled this article ‘Why did Eliza Jane Change her Birthplace?’ because, after the entry in the 1891
census when she is at home with the rest of the family and working as a dressmaker, henceforth she says that
she was born in Tunstall! She is named in the 1891 census as ‘Lelly’ which one has to assume is a family pet
name for her, although none of the other children have such a name given in this or any other census return.
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On Christmas Eve in 1892 Eliza Jane married Joseph Boulton in St Paul’s parish church Burslem and one of the
witnesses was her elder sister, Mary Agnes Bowler. Her father is said to be an Ovenman, just as he had been in
the census of the previous year and their address is still 56 Furlong Lane, Burslem. Her new husband, Joseph,
does not appear to be directly connected with the pottery trades as he is noted as a Joiner whilst his father,
George Boulton, is an Iron Moulder.
By the time of the 1901 census Eliza and Joseph have three children and they are living at 10 Unicorn Street in
Tunstall. Joseph has now joined the army of pottery workers in the five towns working as a Potters Placer. The
whole family record their birth place as Tunstall so that we wonder if Joseph even knew that his wife had been
born in Ireland when he filled in the census return. Eliza has also now dropped her second name, Jane, from the
census return.
At some time between the births of their fifth and sixth children the family moved back to Burslem since on the
1911 census they are living at 12 Stanfield Road, Burslem and the two youngest children are noted as having
been born in Burslem. This move would probably have occurred in 1906. Once again Eliza, still without the
Jane, gives her birth place as Tunstall. With all the anxieties over Irish Home Rule could it have been that the
family felt it safer not to advertise her birth in Ireland? After all she was in no other way Irish, having lived all
but the earliest months of her life in England with totally English brothers, sisters and parents.
We wonder, too, whether her children ever knew of their mother’s birth in County Donegal?
We have not bought the certificate to be sure but, from the index of deaths, we think that Eliza died in Stoke in
the summer of 1947 at the age of 77.
In conclusion, therefore, we can say that James Bowler was definitely in Belleek for a couple of years around
1870 and worked as an ovenman there. It is not clear that this qualifies him for the title of ‘Head Kilnman’
bestowed on him by Lady Marion Langham, the Jenks manuscript author and Robert Arnold, nor that his earlier
career in Stoke on Trent would have prepared him for such a position. Elijah Bowler’s career would have done
so, but we have not yet found any evidence of his ever being in Belleek. As indicated above he might have been
there around the same time as James, because he and his family do not appear in the index of the 1871 census
of England. Neither James nor Elijah would have returned to Stoke in the 1880s, which is also reported by the
same three sources, as both were back in Stoke by the early to mid 1870s.
Finally, we must stress that we have not discovered any relationship between Elijah and James. Their common
surname has not been of recent genetic origin as far as we can tell.

References:References:[1] Marion Langham; “Belleek Irish Porcelain” Quiller Press Ltd; London UK 1993
[2] Irwin & Maxine Steinberg editors; “Belleek” the Jenks Manuscript; Los Angeles Chapter of the Belleek
Collectors Society 1992
[3] Robert Arnold; “Belleek, The Green Stamp Years”
[4] ‘Updating Earlier Articles’ in UK Group Newsletter 29/1 of March 2008.
[5] “The Story of Belleek” by John B. Cunningham, published by St Davog’s Press, Belleek 1992

Resources available for public searching –
England & Wales Census returns per ancestry.co.uk
Birth, Marriage and Death Indexes for England & Wales made available by Office for National Statistics.
Birth, Marriage & Death Indexes for Ireland available at the Research Centre, Lower Abbey Street, Dublin.
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A Ridgway/Gallimore Plate
By Pat & Paul Tubb
In January this year we were alerted to this plate being available on Ebay through a seller in the USA by our
contacts there, Scott Anderson and Judi Wells. Those of you who read our articles will remember them as the
couple who helped us uncover the lives in America of Bromley, Gallimore and Swann and also found for us
their graves in the cemeteries of Trenton. Gallimore was, we think, amongst the workers who went from Goss
to Belleek, after moving to and fro between Belleek and Stoke he later went to the USA to work for the
Ceramic Arts Company [later Lenox].
The plate was listed
as being a Ridgway
plate with a design by
W Gallimore. On
investigation with the
seller it transpired
that they had listed it
as such because of the
entry in the
Winterthur Library
catalogue which
details the bequest of
W Gallimore’s papers
and other ephemera
by his son William
Wood Gallimore
following the father’s
death in 1891. You
will also recollect that
in our article on the
life of William Wood
Gallimore in the
March 2006 edition
of our newsletter [Vol
27/1] we noted this
bequest of his father’s
papers etc.

In the detailed description of the collection under ‘Prints: Exotic Scenes and Elaborate Architecture’ and
numbered .28 is the following description:
“Border surrounds landscape with large elaborate building. Border has a lattice pattern with five cartouches
each surrounding same building. Landscape depicts three figures by wall surrounding building. Other figures
on enclosed lawn. Building has towers and large central tower with weather vane. Cartouche at lower right
with thistles, flowers and crown says “UNIVERSITY J R B & Co” 18.2 cm diam. Not on transfer paper.”
Number 29 says:

Same as .28 but larger; 21.5 cm diam.

Our plate (shown above) matches this description in all respects. Our plate is 21.5 cm in diameter.
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The Winterthur Library catalogue also gives more information on Gallimore and items associated with him held
in the collection:
William Gallimore (1807?-1891) was a designer and engraver. He did considerable work for the Wedgwoods,
Enoch Wood, John Alcock, John Ridgeway (sic), and other English potters. He died in 1891 in Trenton, New
Jersey at the home of his son, William W. Gallimore, who was also in the pottery business, as were his children.
The collection consists mainly of transfer prints and proofs from copper plates engraved by Gallimore and
others, together with some original drawings from which the engravings were made, for potteries in
Staffordshire, England. Pastoral scenes, exotic landscapes, elaborate architecture, genre scenes, floral and
geometric designs, and miscellaneous scenes are represented. Also included is a letter from the Johnson
Brothers to Edwin A. Barber and a piece of cardboard marked "Old Proof Prints/Property of E.A.B./ Given by
Mr. Gallimore [William W.] in 1892/ 50 prints (1820-1830)/ Also from other sources 19 Prints 1830-1840."

Right: Ridgway mark
mark to base
with
‘UNIVERSITY J R B & Co’,
the mark clearly contains thistles,
flowers and a crown
We think that you will, from this
description, agree with us that the
Ridgway plate shown here is
indeed decorated by just such a
design and is therefore an example
of the work of William Gallimore
father of William Wood Gallimore
who had the foresight to lodge his
father’s work at the Winterthur
Library.

The additional cartouche noted as ‘at lower right’ in the description above is of the Ridgway mark on the base
of the plate, as can be seen from the photograph here.
We feel privileged to now own this plate which is another link with one of the great men of Belleek.

[Editor:
On page 8 of this Newsletter we have provided more information on the Winterthur Museum and its library.
For information on the life of William Wood Gallimore, who was extremely significant in the early days of
Belleek Pottery as a modeller, please see Newsletter 27/1. March 2006. ]
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Auction Report – an exceptional item of Belleek
Belleek
The following report appeared in the Antiques Trade Gazette on 30th January, reporting on the sale at the Paul
Beighton Auction House held on 15th November 2009.

The rarity of this item is clearly indicated by the fact that it made twenty times its low estimate! Belleek
plaques of this type seldom turn up and are always avidly sought after, especially if they can be attributed to
one of the artists known to have worked at Belleek, such as Eugene Sheerin. This one appears not to have
carried any signature but still sold for what the ATG calls a “punchy” £2000! In the Ebay report that follows,
another artist painted plaque is described: this one is also first period but smaller at 10 inches in diameter and
signed enigmatically “E.S.” It sold for £1450.
In the 1870’s and 80’s it became popular for both amateur and professional artists to produce work on
earthenware or porcelain “blanks”. Many companies produced these blanks in various sizes and shapes, most
notably Mintons in Stoke on Trent. The existence of other painted plaques, such as one painted by Beatrice
Elvery of a scene in Antwerp (See Trevor Roycroft’s article in issue 29/3 of the Newsletter, November 2008),
show that Belleek made these blanks for decoration by artists not directly employed by the Pottery.
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Auctions
Auctions on EbayEbay- some exceptional Items of Belleek
Large Belleek Jardiniere, Heavily encrusted, 2nd Mark
Finner pattern, heavily encrusted decorations, coral handles, 2nd mark
…Some small losses, but nothing unexpected …extremely nice.

Sold for: US$1158
EBay selle
seller: belleekboy
Period: Second Black

... Large basket BELLEEK FERMANAGH IRELAND
… in very good condition except for 6 areas on the tips of
the outside looped rim, which have been glued back on and
a few minor little petal nicks.. Marked BELLEEK
FERMANAGH IRELAND

Sold for: US$382
EBay selle
seller: antiquepotteryrestoration

Period: 4 Strand

1st period BELLEEK OVAL FOOTED BASKET UNRECORDED
APPROX. 7.5" X 5.75" AND 2.75" TALL .. UNDERSIDE WITH
"BELLEEK CO. FERMANAGH"… SMALL SECTION OF THE
OUTER LOOP MISSING,

Sold for: £1148.99
EBay seller:
seller: tiktak5357

Period: First Period

Vintage Belleek 2 Strand Cream Pearl Porcelain Basket
Braided Scallop Edged Porcelain Basket.. my research indicates
that this basket may date between 1890 and 1920

Sold for: US$244.92
EBay
EBay seller: larfen54
Period: claimed by seller to be “1890“1890-1920”
Vintage Belleek Pottery Brooch Pin with original box (left)
1.5 Inches in diameter. .. one small peddle broken off which you really
can't notice unless you look closely. Comes in original box.

Sold for: US$125.49
EBay seller:
seller: newyorktreasurehunter
Period: possibly Third Period
Belleek china brooch, flowers,
pretty (right)
Stamped "BELLEEK CHINA". 32mm
diameter, in good order.

Sold for: £31, EBay
EBay seller: tintytinty-winty
Period: unknown.
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Extremely Rare Belleek
dragon teapot stand.1872
.…perfect condition apart from
a small piece missing off the
dragons ear.. registration
diamond

Sold for: £330
EBay seller:
seller: paulbuhre
Period: First Period
RARE antique Belleek
teapot, dragon / griffin
spout
..has a lustre contrast on the feathery chest area, .. Measures 3 1/4" tall and
is 6" long. Very thin and transluscent. Gold is pristine

Sold for: US$1525
EBay seller:
seller: sherihuntz4u

Period: First Period

FIRST MARK HANDPAINTED BELLEEK CUP & SAUCER
c1863-1883
HANDPAINTED…, FERN, CUP AND SAUCER, .. THERE IS A
SMALL AREA UNDER THE RIM OF THE SAUCER WHERE THE
GLAZING IS CHIPPED, OR NOT APPLIED,

Sold for: US$325
EBay selle
seller:
farlingtonfavourites
farlingtonfavourites
Period: First Black
Rare Black Mark Belleek Tea Pot, Coral Mounts 19th C.
White Sea Urchin form tea pot with pink coral mounts and
handles. 19th C. ..has an old repair to the side where a piece was
knocked out glued back…measures 9.75" long and 6" tall..A BIG
one..

Sold for: US$181.50
EBay seller:
seller: plcombs,
plcombs, Period: First Period
Antique 1st Mark Belleek Artichoke Porcelain Teapot
…teapot in the "Artichoke" design, having 1st period black mark

Sold for: £561.89
EBay seller:
seller: eclecticallyeclectically-mixed
Period: First Period

Belleek teapot sugar & creamer
dogwood patten … teapot creamer & sugar
with 4 saucers, no cups… super condition

Sold for: US$871.99
EBay selle
seller:
eller: fresh_stuff_inc_01
Period: Second Period
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Belleek, Greek Plate 1st Mark
[Editor: actually this is a ‘Ribbon plate]
..green used to detail the edge, inner "ropes", and crest is a much
darker green then Belleek normally uses …crest …appears to be
a Hawk & a ribbon containing "MOVEO - ET - PROPITIOR"….
small chip on the "foot"

Sold for: US$405
EBay seller:
seller: belleekboy
Period: First Period
Belleek Fan style teapot 2nd black
In perfect condition

Sold for: US$632.83
EBay sel
seller: vval9620
Period: Second Period
17" Belleek Sea Shell
Charger/Platter
Yellow Clovers
...condition is excellent.

Sold for: US$406
EBay seller:
seller:
bluemoonbonnie
Period: Second Period
Belleek 2nd Mark, Erne Tray
17 1/4 inches across inches tall. .. can not find any chips, cracks,
crazing.. a few ..traces of cobb luster

Sold for: US$575
EBay sell
seller:
ller: belleekboy
Period: Second Period
BELLEEK TEA COASTER WITH PINK AND GOLD TRIM
SIZE 6 1/2 INCHES AROUND 1 1/2 INCHES TALL … IN VERY
GOOD CONDITION

Sold for: £339.79
EBay seller: jayne1512buying
Period: First Period
BELLEEK 3 PCE CRUET SET MUSTARD
AF BLACK MARK
PEPPER POT, SALT AND MUSTARD. SALT
AND PEPPER ARE PERFECT. BUT THE
MUSTARD IS SMASHED TO SMITHEREENS,

Sold for: £134.99
EBay seller:
seller: cleanglassdream
Period: First Period
Period
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OLD VERY LARGE ANTIQUE VINTAGE FIRST PERIOD BELLEEK
JUG [right]
DIAMOND REGISTRATION MARK... HEIGHT IS APPROX 12”,
DIAMETER APPROX 8”, WEIGHT 2.25 KG. UNFORTUNATELY NOT
IN PERFECT CONDITION

Sold for: £102
EBay selle
seller:
ller: loz_42
Period: First Period
Period
Belleek Jug (Very Rare) Blue &
White 1863 -1890 Irish [left]
Height 30cm Width 22cm. (Heavy) … I
have never seen one of these before.
Lovely clear first period blue Belleek
Mark … Unfortunately the handle has
some damage but all pieces are there.

Sold for: £225
EBay seller: glenroughty
Period: First Period
Early Irish Belleek Pottery Kitchen
Mug
…rare very early belleek mug for
restoration decorated top border of
ribbonned shamrocks, poor condition
..3.75” high approx

Sold for: Euro29.99
EBay sel
seller: theheathers13
Period: First Period
Belleek Water Jug [left]
…circa 1870 …in outstanding
condition… about 1 ft high

Sold for: £535
EBay sel
seller: saragoudasa
Period: First Period

Rare handpainted Belleek Wall Plaque 1st per.
Signed ES (above)
…handpainted with a robin on a snowy tree. 1st period
backstamp. Approx 10 inches in diameter. Signed E.S.

Sold for: £1450
EBay seller:
seller: ueli8849,
ueli8849, Period: First Period
6 x 1900 era Belleek Ireland 7+inch gilded plates
..perhaps bread plates,a little over 7inches in diameter..all appear
to be rarely used

Sold for: US$255
EBay
EBay seller: nuvoart701
Period: Second Period
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RARE Belleek Creamer Black Mark M.B.Kiteley
hand painted, signed M.B. Kiteley …no chips cracks or repairs ..3 7/8" tall

Sold for:
for: US$203.50
EBay seller:
seller: mthroness
Period: Second Period
2nd Mark, Belleek Pottery, Blue
and Gold, Antique
..in nice condition, a little wear on the
gold trim

Sold for: US$228.49
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: ctct-tomo
Period: Second Period
Art Deco Belleek Scallop Cup &
Saucer 3rd Black
…decoration of Blue Flowers with
Yellow and Orange centres…Silver
decoration on the rims .. 3rd Black ..on
the base of both pieces with a number
185 .. small chip to the top rim of the
cup

Sold for: £347
EBay seller: jen1948
Period: Third Period
IRISH BELLEEK RARE 3RD BLK
SAINT SPILL VASE [left]
All ivory with nice detail - 3rd Black
Mark - 4 1/2" high - Perfect

Sold for: US$1270
EBay seller:
seller: chivas1nh
Period: Third Period
Black Mark Belleek Handled Vase
[above right]
4 1/2" tall Belleek vase. Perfect
condition

Sold for: US$394
EBay seller:
seller: stdunstanshop
Period: Third Period?
Belleek 2nd Period Armorial / Crested Ware Urn [above left]
2.25" tall Armorial urn ..has minor chip to outside of rim

Sold for: £84
EBay seller:
seller: woodsidehorses
Period: Second Period
Belleek Crested China Milk Urn ENNISCORTHY (Rare) [above right]
…excellent condition… 2 3/8" high

Sold for: £99, EBay selle
seller:
ller: smr1290132

Period: Second Period

[Editor: it is interesting that two examples of the rare Celtic “Saints” vase have come up in quick succession!]
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Prince of Wales Ice tub, second black
mark
… pristine condition with not the slightest
chip or ding. It measures 19" tall and is based
on a fantasy sea theme

Sold for: US$6601
EBay sel
seller: sherihuntz4u
sherihuntz4u
Period: Second Period
TWIN HANDLED MASK VASE MINT
TWO MASK HEADS ONE AT EACH SIDE
WITH FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE, MINT
CONDITION

Sold for: £568
EBay selle
seller:
ller: logiethebogie
Period: Second Period
RARE 1ST PERIOD BELLEEK WALL
POCKET VASE SWANS & LYRE
… elegant, it is shaped like a lyre from the
two breasts of the swans. Condition is very
good, there is a tiny chip to the top rim.

Sold for: £227.99
EBay seller: ourhut
Period: First Period
LARGE IRISH BELLEEK PITCHER 2nd
BLACK [left]
10" TO THE TOP OF THE HANDLE ...THE
MEDALLION AND FACE ON THE BODY
ARE GREAT… IN EXCELLENT
CONDITION ... PROFESSIONAL
RESTORATION FROM A SMALL CHIP
ON THE SPOUT.

Sold for:
for: US$711.09
EBay sel
seller: pfantqs
Period: Second Period
Belleek Lithophane Ladies with Pigeon
… orginal Belleek Lithophane… measures
about 5 x 6" … no damage

Sold for: US$147.59
EBay seller:
seller: midnite35
Period: Modern?
VERY RARE IRISH BELLEEK OIL LAMP 3 HORSE HOOF ON
BASE
… APPROX. 11'1/4 INCHS TALL AND 8'1/2 INCHS ACROSS …WITH
TERRIFIC COLORS

Sold for: US$1375 EBay
EBay seller: boonepicker,
boonepicker, Period: First Period
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And Finally…
Two questions. Who
Who do you think these distinguished looking people are? What are they doing?
A clue: they are the “Challengers”... yes I know it
says that in the picture anyway…
…and this is really something you will immediately
know or else will have no chance at all of answering,
so I’ll tell you the answer.
They are very brainy people appearing on BBC
Television’s “Eggheads” panel game, where (if you
don’t know the game) five challengers, as shown
here, try to beat a panel of experts on a series of
general knowledge tests.
This programme went out on 8th January on BBC2.

Apart from being a very interesting programme on TV, why is
this of special interest to us then?
Well, it goes to prove a very important point, to illustrate a fact
which many of us have always known and something which I’m
quite sure all of us have long suspected…
And this important fact... I’m sure I don’t have to tell you…
OK, I’ll tell you anyway: it’s just that:

Belleek Collectors are
are the cleverest people around…
around…
...and
...and this proves it!
Still not getting the point? Well let me introduce you to
Susan, here she is on the right…
This is our own Susan Leng, a Belleek Collector and member of the UK Group. Her team of challengers beat
the experts! Susan was one of the two team members who remained having outwitted their opponents on the
opposing panel of Eggheads.

The whole competition turned on the final
question:
“What is a game played in the North East of
Britain with a disk with a 4 inch hole in the
centre thrown over a pin?”
The Eggheads got it wrong, saying “Peggity”
…and the Challengers won £6,000!
The right answer is “Quoits”…
…and I’m sure all of us Belleek Collectors
would have known this!
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